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For The Sake Of Auld Lang Syne
FOR THE SAKE OF AULD LANG SYNE
What a coincidence seeing you here!
Hazel Lewis
This was my second trip to the Moroccan Anti-Atlas. My
guide book was still festooned with post-it stickers for the 3-star
routes in the lower grades, only a handful of which I had ticked
off in 2015. Even so, there were still many more than were
feasible for a 7-day trip so good times were eagerly anticipated.
The forecast was pleasant - a settled week with mid-20s
temperatures and some breeze. Prior to our arrival there had
been a period of stormy weather and the rough ‘road’ down the
Samazar Valley had been washed away, reducing the options but
leaving plenty of choice elsewhere.
My climbing partner had a sciatic nerve problem so for a
remote adventure day I teamed up with two splendid women in
our party, both in the Climbers’ Club but not in the Pinnacle
Club. I’m delighted to report that one is now a signed-up
prospective of the PC.
Breakfast that day was served on the sun terrace; eggs with
warm bread, pancakes and honey, entirely appropriate for a
Maroc hill fort. Some in our party had already been out on a
pre-breakfast ‘birding’ walk with our very own Pinnacle Club
ornithologist Sue Hodgkinson. Our breakfast discussion was
how to minimise our gear including ropes, maps and guidebook.
This is where three can be the perfect number. Our intended
route for the day was a 3-star Hard Severe named Auld Lang
Syne located on one of the White Dome towers. This striking
landmark is south of the road through the Afantinzar Valley,
definitely not roadside. The guidebook, optimistically, gave a
60-minute approach. We left the Kasbah in our little white hirevan and stopped at the Ida Ougnidif weekly market – the one
opportunity during our week stay. Another Pinnie group were
there shopping for some lurid leather slippers with Abi Chard
negotiating in French with the market trader. We bought some
7
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lunch from various colourful fruit and vegetable stalls, looking
away as an unfortunate turkey was picked up by the wings from
a crate and dispatched by the butcher in plain view. Such is the
local way.
The main road from Ida Ougnidif gains height with a series
of hairpins into the Afantinzar Valley and its dramatic views.
An easily missed turning leads down a very steep narrow mud
road via a striking pencil-thin waterfall to a parking place in
Tassila on the far side. Crawl through the silent village to park
and begin to regain your equilibrium after the fearsome drive.
Surprisingly for such a remote spot, there was already another
little white van parked up - Hazel Jones, Abi Chard, Jan
Rickman and Sue Hodgkinson were heading off in a different
direction so no likelihood of us getting in each other’s way.
The approach was mostly pleasant with lots of interest to
take one’s mind off the slog. The Tassila villagers had created
lush cultivated terraces with paths rising gradually up the
hillside with frequent shade from mostly argan and olive but
occasionally lemon and almond trees. The terraces grew mint,
coriander, oregano and less frequently some of the onions and
other vegetables that we had seen in the market earlier. Also
one noisy donkey tethered in the shade with his panniers nearby
showed that he was the produce transportation system around
these parts. A landmark concrete irrigation channel, mentioned
in the guide book, signalled our way steeply up hill and again it
was evident that walking inside this (now dry) water channel
was how the locals eased their ascent so we did too. Not quite
on the scale of the Cwm Dyli pipeline but used to move water
for irrigation from the mountains to lower ground. As we got
away from the village layers of clothing were shed and we
enjoyed a welcome breeze.
Our route was on the fourth of the five towers of the White
Dome cliffs and was out of view most of the way. As the path
steepened a mixture of boulder-hopping and bush-whacking was
required through some dense sections of prickly pear, thistles,
8
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euphorbia and berberis. A thought at the time – is the berberis
named after the tough Berber people? The guidebook had
described the approach as being ‘vague paths’ but hadn’t
recommended scythes. Ninety minutes after leaving the van we
were at the base of the snappily named Tower 4. Warm sandcoloured quartzite, with a steep first pitch was followed by an
inviting arête that divided the sunny front of the tower from the
shady side all the way to the top. We stashed our sacks, geared
up and our brave leader confidently set about the first pitch. I
noted that she deployed a pretty wide bridge, trusting boot
friction smears, before passing a small overhanging section
using her tall person’s reach. Oh crikey! Can climbing be too
exciting? Let’s just say it was good to have a rope above me on
that pitch and it got easier after that with some fine exposed
positions on the arête with the occasional ‘Thank God’ holds.
And thus we summited our tower and treated ourselves to a spot
of lunch and a team selfie.
Was that someone shouting? Over there on Tower 3, what a
coincidence! The very small figures we could see were, of
course, Hazel, Jan, Abi and Sue H taking their own photos.
They must have summited at the same time as us. We took one
of them and we also saw their camera flash in our direction. We
descended down the gully which the guidebook gave as serving
both Towers 3 and 4 so we expected to see the other party, but
didn’t. We reversed our bush-whacking, boulder-hopping and
terraced trek to reach our little white van. It had been a long day
for a mere 120m climb but a brilliant mountain adventure in
brilliant company. A day to remember.
We planned to stop for coffee in Ida Ougnidif if the sun was
still on the square. It was, so we parked up and, of course, by
way of coincidence, the others were already there. They
explained that they had approached their tower via a higher route
taking them clockwise from Tassila village compared to our
anti-clockwise route.
So, no coincidence there.
9
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Grin Low Tower, Buxton
Mixed media by Suzanne Pearson

The Lake
Oil on Canvas by Sue Logan
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THE PERFECT KILLING
Anonymous
Peter was tired, very tired, and when the alarm told him it
was time to rise he felt an overwhelming urge to turn it off and
prolong his illicit after-lunch nap. Reluctantly he stirred to life
and reset the alarm for 7am for if Julia found out about the lunch
time naps God knows what would ensue.
He made his way upstairs in the easily maintained house,
and picked up his swimming gear. The Wednesday swimming
sessions were what he hated most about his prescribed fitness
regime.
Pausing to shut the front gate he glanced across at his
neighbour John who was pottering about his garden in the late
winter sunlight, followed at every turn by his black Labrador.
Everything suggested ease, and pleasure, and though John’s
body was attaining the comfortable look of middle age whereas
that of Peter remained lean and fit a stab of envy penetrated his
mind.
Oh to potter! What a lovely thought, and to have the
company of an amiable dog whilst carrying out one’s
meanderings.
Pottering was a foreign concept to Peter and his wife, but the
word reverberated in his mind as he jogged the half mile to the
fitness centre.
“Carry on with the good work,” John shouted. “I’m off to
the pub.” A pint in front of the pub fire chewing the fat with
John and his mates was an unattainable dream, for waiting at the
fitness centre was Julia.
He met and married Julia when he was forty and she was
gorgeous, twenty-five, slim, fit and attractive with dark hair cut
in a becoming boyish style. Long hair does so get in the way.
She had just moved to the area and her job was PE teacher at one
of the local schools. In addition to her other attractions she, like
11
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himself, was a keen climber. Over the years they devoted their
lives to their sport, mixing only with other climbers, and going
away to the mountains every weekend in their camper van. The
perfect life.
When Peter retired five years previously Julia gave up her
job, and became a personal trainer at the nearby fitness centre
working three days a week so that they could have longer
weekends away.
The garden was paved over to provide parking space for the
new state of the art larger camper van, and a shed erected to
store the increasing items of outdoor gear they amassed,
mountain bikes, road bikes, kayaks, skis. You name it they had
the gear to help maintain fitness.
“Hi, Pete,” an enthusiastic greeting from Julia as he entered
the fitness centre. For the first time in years he looked at her
carefully. The pleasing roundness of her muscular body had
gone, and instead there was a too-thin scragginess about her
appearance. Peter allowed himself to think ‘scrawny’. “Meet
you in the café after I finish round about half past four,” were
her orders.
Emerging from the pool some time later, his eyes red and
smarting, skin shrivelled like an anaemic sultana and chilled,
Peter made his way to the café. Not for him the luxury of a hot
chocolate (don’t even think about whipped cream and
marshmallows). “Cup of camomile tea, please.” He smiled at
the plump girl behind the counter. Julia maintained that
camomile tea restored calm and equilibrium after exercise. He
sipped the noxious brew which to him looked and tasted like old
wet hay. The word potter still turning in his brain had been
joined with two others, plump, and pleasure. For in all honesty
his life was anything but pleasure. Pain and purgatory were the
two P words most appropriate to the state of affairs.
He sat pondering on what to do, and how the regime could
be changed. Tuesday two hours in the gym, Wednesday the
12
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pool, and Thursday a ten mile run before packing the van for yet
another week end.
“Good swim, darling?” Freshly showered (of course), and
glowing Julia bounced in clutching her bottle of non-sparkling
mineral water.
A feeling of hatred swept through Peter’s body. That was it
- enough is enough - she had to go but how to achieve this, she
would never leave or understand, and he was certainly not going
to give up the house he had lived in all his life, but had now
become a prison. He began to imagine life without her, sell the
camper van, build a srnall greenhouse and grow tomatoes, get
himself a dog, preferably an elderly one that wouldn’t need
much exercise, and potter, potter, potter.
That evening while Julia was at her yoga class (thank god he
was spared that!) there was the van to pack for the weekend.
“Don’t forget to put in the axes and crampons there may still
be some good snow conditions.” Proclaiming her own death
sentence Julia shut the door.
The seeds were sown for the perfect killing. It would have
to be on Monday when most people had gone back to work. Oh
never to see the smug face of Julia when she bade them goodbye
making some trite remark about thinking of them beavering
away while she continued to play gave him hope for the future.
Monday saw them high up the mountain on a narrow ridge.
The choice of route had been his. Yes there were a few icy
patches but not enough for them to need crampons as they were
easily avoided. The ridge narrowed to a crest and patches of
verglas glistened in the weak sun. Moving close up behind Julia
for she as usual was in front Pete feigned a slip, pushed into her,
and she tumbled from the ridge.
Momentarily shocked by what he had done Pete paused to
consider his next move when from hundreds of feet below a
13
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familiar voice shouted, “It’s OK, Pete, I’m fine, landed on a
patch of soft snow.”
“Shit, shit, shit,” he mumbled. I had better pretend relief and
wave to her. Leaning forward so that she was in view, her red
fleece jacket with its waving arm was the last thing he saw as he
slipped on the ice and hurtled into oblivion.

14
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ONCE UPON A TIME....
Barbara James
In 1959 I was introduced to Plas y Brenin (PyB) by my PE
teacher, Mrs Elsby, during the February half term when I was in
my last year in the sixth form at Birkenhead High School. Mrs
Elsby was a dragon for behaviour. We would be removed from
the tennis team if we did not look after the visiting team so I was
amazed when she left me to finish the week’s course while she
went back to school on Wednesday and faced my father who
was sure that I would be expelled. In that week there was a
course for soldiers, all men, and they were VERY fit, I certainly
was not. Luckily, when I was struggling up the Gribin ridge,
one soldier said, ‘If I’m not at the front I might as well help
you.’ Was I glad to sit for a few minutes on the cantilever stone!
My mother never forgave that teacher because I had fallen in
love with the Snowdonia hills.
At first I got lifts with a Chester Mountaineering Club
member who had a car and I stayed in the Chester Club hut,
opposite to where PyB’s vans now park. At the Capel Curig end
of the hut the club had a small room downstairs, the kitchen and
the men slept upstairs above the fireplace; while we ladies slept
on bunks in the cold at the Gwryd end of the hut.
In my holidays I became a waitress first at Cobdens and later
at the Tyn y Coed, where the head waiter often took the coffee
tray that I had prepared for my table. At first I came and went
with a bus from Chester, via Corwen to Bangor but soon I
wanted my own transport. My father bought a second-hand
scooter but it was not in good health. Going uphill from
Bethesda to Ogwen it ran out of puff and we progressed thanks
to my legs. It broke down very near to the garage where
Brighams shop is now. My parents decided that a minivan with
no rear windows would be safer but nearing Pentrefoelas I was
given a fine for speeding - at over the 40 mph limit for a van.
Occasionally I slept in the van when the CMC hut was full.
15
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Those were the days.
***
Dramatic unclimbed lines on North Wales crags tempted
first ascents, the sea cliffs at Gogarth were waiting to be
discovered and PyB course attendees rented Vibram walking
boots (by then tricouni boots were being phased out) and ice
axes were available for winter conditions. Alex Baines, the store
man, guarded his items as a mother does her child. He was a
decidedly eccentric Hungarian man who ran the horse riding
courses and the road outside PyB was liberally sprayed with
horse manure. Jim Milton was the Warden at PyB when, in
1957, in my last year in the sixth form I was introduced to the
glorious mountains of Snowdonia.
Across the road from PyB was the Chester Mountaineering
Club hut. I could not find a number in the phone book so I
wrote a letter addressed to the CMC secretary and on the
envelope I drew a map of Capel Curig with an X marks the spot
of the hut. Eventually I met club members in a room above a
pub in Chester. Car owners were few and rarely could I get a lift
so often I travelled by the weekend only service from Chester,
via Llangollen, to Capel Curig. Two years at teacher training
college interrupted my visits to north Wales but I escaped once
from the classroom when, with perfect timing, my thesis was
‘Girls Outward Bound’: I spent a week with the last Outward
Bound girls course to be held at PyB; their own centre was soon
to be opened.
By the early 1960s my ex-Army and Navy store jacket was
cast aside with the arrival of the Helly Henson - a yellow heavy
waterproof jacket, but it was some time before waterproof overtrousers and crash hats for rock climbing were considered
essential. In those days a hemp waistline was wound round and
round the waist on which a karabiner was added for the climbing
rope. The next improvement was a long, broad tape sling that
was held behind my back so that I could bring it to the front
16
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from both left and right side and then get the third part from
beneath my legs. The Don Whillans harness was a great
improvement!
Before the arrival of Moacs we had various sizes of nuts that
were threaded onto cords of the appropriate strength. When
instructing at Ogwen Cottage in the 1960s a pilot of a Cessna
passed over Betws y Coed, Capel Curig and nearing Tryfan
decided to turn north; the crash was only a few hundred yards
below the summit of Carnedd Dafydd; sadly the pilot did not
survive. The next day I took the two investigators to the crash
site; one man looked for pilot error, the other for mechanical
problems. In strong wind and low cloud one investigator
noticed that the ground was chopped proving the engine to be
working and the creaking of the wings led us to the site. Soon
there was a pile of items cut from the plane but I had filled my
rucksack with the usual items taken when walking on mountains.
Fortunately an instructor from PyB had heard about the accident
and walking down with his group from Carnedd Dafydd to
inspect the crash site; the students’ rucksacks were filled and left
for us by the car. I was delighted to add many strong nuts to my
collection.
Without today’s high standard of protective clothing it was
inevitable that the risk of hypothermia was frequent, long
stretcher carries were the norm and it was a relief to reach the
ambulance waiting at the roadside. CB radios were inadequate
and it was a great help when PyB provided the Ogwen Cottage
team with a Pye base set - on the Carneddau it was strong
enough to talk to a crane driver in Liverpool docks - and several
small hand-held sets! The mini flares that we carried with us at
night were of little use in a full strength gale with accompanying
horizontal rain. Today, thanks to mobile phones, 75% of the
rescues in the area are for the lost but uninjured walkers.
***
17
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I went to Skye in the early 1950s and what a journey I/we
had.
I was always impressed that my friend Ann (not her real
name) regularly drove from London, where she worked, to north
Wales on her Tiger Cub motor bike. On one trip it broke down
half way to Wales and luckily for her a lorry driver took her and
her bike to his house where he repaired it. As if that was not
enough another time she slept in the men’s loos in Betws y Coed
(the women’s loos were closed!) before arriving safely in Capel
Curig.
When Ann suggested that we went to Skye I said “yes”
because I had never been there. I travelled in comfort to the
Lake District with the RAF Valley MR team leader Tony
Bennett in their Landrover to their campsite in the Lake District.
Here I expected to see Ann but there was no sign of her and she
still had not arrived by that evening. I had little sleep in a tiny
tent but I was thankful to see her there next morning; she had
slept in a tent of a member of the team! The very overloaded
motor bike was topped up with petrol but I was concerned when
after only a few miles we had to stop to buy more oil. We
staggered past Greta Green but it was obvious that our weight
was too much for it. Ann said that if I hitch-hiked to Glasgow
she would meet me there but no exact place was discussed. I got
safely to Glasgow thanks to a kind man who dropped me off in
Trongate and who said that it was the most likely place to spot
her on her journey.
In those days pub closing hours was 9pm and the drunks
were everywhere. Standing on the pavement sure enough I saw
Ann passing but with busy traffic she did not see me, so I went
to the Police Station that luckily was nearby. They rang around
various places but with no news I was left standing outside
wondering what to do when a man came to ask if I was OK. He
had two girls with him and luckily he took us to a nearby
Salvation Army hostel. It cost £14 for a good sleep, a nice
18
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breakfast, everyone was alone and nobody spoke. Now I had to
decide whether to go home or go on alone. I took a bus to the
farthest outskirts of Glasgow and then I hitch hiked. There I
stood for several hours before a kind man with his son took me
to a campsite where I met his family. Ann had the tent, I had the
food and I gave this to the family to say ‘thank you’. The next
day I got safely to a pub, the Sligachan, where the bus driver
was drinking! Eventually we arrived in Coruisk where a Chester
Mountaineering Club friend was working with Ron McDonald,
the famous boatman who took visitors to nearby islands.
I saw that Ann had arrived before me because I saw her tent
and here she told me about her travels. She had fallen off her
bike, been taken to a hospital where next day she signed herself
out of hospital and drove on to Skye. There was no room for
both of us in the tent so I slept on the floor of famous boatman
Ron Macdonald’s house. We had one splendid boat trip with
Ron to nearby islands before the rain started. It was impossible
to do the splendid Cuillin Ridge, so we returned home, Ann on
her motorbike, me by train.

19
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Kinder Torrs
Mixed media by Suzanne Pearson
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THE BELAY THAT WASN’T
Pamela Holt
“What can I cut?” yelled the winch man above the racket of
the rotor blades, as he swayed about next to me on the
precarious ledge. The alarming sight of him grabbing at our
tenuous belay to maintain balance, the relentless noise and this
strange request was bewildering. Suddenly before I could digest
this and reply, he pulled out an evil looking double bladed knife
and without further ado sliced through the climbing rope which
bound me to Sonia. Next without warning he swung away from
the cliff with Sonia partially dragging me with him as I was still
attached to her by another sling. Swinging back towards me
again, the man severed the final connection and disappeared
with the casualty upwards. The helicopter flew off leaving an
eerie silence.
I slumped down shaking uncontrollably as the vision of
hurtling into the sea receded, saved by an additional belay at my
back connecting me to Ian beyond.
A comforting hand rested on my shoulder. “It’s shock,” he
said.
All the time through this harrowing experience I had been
keeping it together joking with Sonia in an effort to keep her
spirits up, her mind off the pain and to ensure she did not go
unconscious. When she asked if she would have to pay for the
mountain rescue I replied, “the British Government think it’s
good practice for the RAF helicopters to help in cliff rescue so
no, you won’t receive a bill!”
What had gone wrong, why had this happened? Why
weren’t we all in the sea along with the boulder she had been
belayed to?
It started as a lovely sunny day in September at Gogarth,
climbing as a threesome because Sonia’s partner had failed to
appear. We had chosen The Gauntlet HVS on the Upper Tier as
21
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it could be split into three giving each of us a chance to lead. Ian
leading the 5a first section, myself the second and Sonia the final
part to finish. Climbing on Ian’s double ropes yellow and red
the climbing went well to the final section where we belayed to
the right of a steep corner. Sonia led off confidently climbing
above us and vanished from sight. Then a few small pieces of
rock fell past us but I relaxed when a cheery voice shouted,
“Climb when you’re ready,” allaying my fears.
I climbed up removing the gear until I reached a small
shattered ledge and unclipped the final piece of gear from the
yellow rope. At this point I could just see our diminutive friend
sitting above when she shouted, “It’s a bit loose, move over to
your left.”
This I did and suddenly all hell let loose. Sonia screamed
and the huge boulder she had been sat next to trundled down the
slope, crashed over the cliff edge and exploded sending shards
over a wide area (so I was told afterwards by climbers on The
Strand).
Sonia also rapidly followed down the slope whilst I stood
paralysed on the spot amongst soil and rubble with nothing to
hold onto or flick the rope over, waiting for the final yank into
oblivion.
Suddenly Sonia stopped, hunched in a ball on the crumbly
ledge which I had so recently vacated. I stared in horror at what
had arrested her fall. Above and beyond my reach the yellow
rope had snagged on a projecting piece of rock but was cut to its
white core. All I could do was yell frantically, “Don’t move.
Don’t move.”
Sonia lay silent whilst I tried to move carefully upwards to
fix what was left of the rope into a solid belay crack. Slowly
arranging the rope with an Italian hitch I worked a pulley system
to reach my injured partner. Sonia luckily was conscious and
had the presence of mind to attach herself to the runner clipping
the red rope which lead below to Ian. When I reached her I tried
22
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desperately to back up the miniscule belay, all the while talking
to Sonia and asking if she could move her limbs. Looking into
her eyes I saw no dilated pupils, so I was reassured she had not
struck her head, but an ugly rope burn was showing on the side
of her neck. All she could remember was the boulder suddenly
pushing her off her stance. Although I never did establish how
Sonia had fastened herself to this boulder, it was evident that
only one belay had been made and this had failed putting the
whole climbing party at risk. Somehow the belay had been
sliced or slipped beneath the boulder as it levered out of the
hillside thus saving us from far worse consequences. Suddenly
Sonia started to moan in agony, “Oh my back, my back.”
I yelled out to Ian, who fortunately had been off to one side
below, that I was going to bring him up. Once alongside us he
was able to find some small belay points nearby and secured
himself and then attached me to him, the crucial bit considering
what had happened later.
In the aftermath I was told by other climbers in the vicinity
that the noise of the boulder ricocheting down the cliff was like a
cannon going off and so alerted others to summoning the
helicopter to our aid.
Once Sonia had been flown off to Bangor hospital I got back
on the proverbial ‘horse’ and clambered up passing some
disturbed soil, barely a mark on the hillside showing that the
boulder was certainly not part of the mountain. It was probably
loosened by recent rain. Eventually I found the little path in the
turf which runs across the top of the cliff and a solid anchor
from which to bring Ian up. Reunited with our rucksacks we
anxiously tried to contact the hospital but mobile phone
reception is poor unless you want Ireland. Finally after getting
through to Bangor hospital we were informed that Sonia was
still undergoing tests. We drove back to the campsite, drank
reviving tea then set off for the hospital with some personal
23
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belongings and a change of clothes for our friend, believing that
she may well have an overnight stay in hospital.
Arriving at A & E an hour later it was such a relief to see her
sitting up on a stretcher and looking none the worse for her
traumatic experience despite blood smeared on the sheet.
Fortunately this was only from the rope burn on her neck when
the poor woman was forced into a chest harness and hoisted off
the cliff. No broken bones or other injury apart from soreness
and extensive bruising, so she was discharged that night.
By now it was late and we were all very hungry. We
finished our eventful day in a café with a slap-up meal.
Sonia lived to climb another day, Ian had to replace two
ropes, and I always insist on two or, better, three belay anchors
to whoever I climb with now!

24
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MUSALA
Margaret Clennett
The first time I visited Eastern Europe with Annabelle
Barker we went walking in the Rila mountains in Bulgaria. Our
first peak was Musala (2985m), and although we were on the
hill midweek it was in the summer holiday season – Snowdonia
with a difference!
A Bulgarian Snowdon, with a Pyg Track path
Right from the handy, inexpensive cable car;
The highest peak, a magnet drawing crowds of
Hikers, amblers, bumblers even Brit ex-mountaineers.
Mums with toddlers, grans and grandads
Giggling teenage sylphs, fat uncles panting hard,
Lone walkers, earnest ramblers, surly lads,
They plodded, dawdled, strode up high into the cloud.
Some carried rucksacks, others plastic bags,
One, a string bag full of apples (honestly!).
Girls had handbags, boys, lightweight, just hands
In pockets, minus fleeces, poles or cags.
Footwear of choice was fluorescent trainers, pink, green or blue
Smooth soled – no vibrams here but sandals, flip flops: boots
were few,
And far between apart from ours. We felt over-dressed.
No Rohan, Haglof, Karrimor here. Tracksuit bottoms de rigeur.
On our descent below the swirling cloud
We passed the multitudes on their ascent
Did they succeed or, reaching chilling misty shrouds
Turn round again, retreating to the distant cable car
Soon safely valley bound?
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St Govan’s Church
Mixed media by Christina Gardiner
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THE ART OF CLIMBING CALMLY
Mandy Glanvill
Most people who want to get more from their climbing
recognize that one of the blocks is about remaining calm when
leading or when feeling scared. Everyone feels this to some
extent and the fact that climbing gives us a wonderful
opportunity to explore how to master these feelings is one of its
great attractions. There is nothing more rewarding than leading a
route which demands your full physical and mental attention and
being in control. This, of course, depends on your brain. It’s
easy to feel at the mercy of feelings of fear and wonder if you
can gain control. And like improving any skill, it’s a matter of
understanding the theory and then getting lots of practice.
Simplistically described the brain has 3 main departments:

The thinking brain is the modern bit in terms of our
evolution. In the past our emotional brain was more to the fore,
controlling our activities (action brain) with instinctive
behaviours. The emotional brain is very fast to process
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information and is particularly good at switching on powerful
physical responses when a threat is perceived (the fight or flight
response and the freeze response) This can happen before we
have had a chance to think as the thinking brain pays the price
for its cleverness by being slower than the other departments.
The crucial thing is that when the emotional brain is highly
switched on or aroused it switches the thinking brain off. No
time or energy to think when there’s a predator to escape from!
So it’s impossible to think when highly emotionally aroused.
Climbing calmly demands that you have all the resources of
your physical body and your thinking brain working together
which demands a state of low emotional arousal. This does not
mean being so chilled out you cannot be bothered to rack up or
that you are not excited and inspired by the climb. It means you
are able to switch off the feeling of being under threat and
scared. Again – it takes practice- and lots of it! Once you have
done it once you can do it again and once you have done it many
times it will start to feel familiar and become easier.
Now we know what we are aiming for you can devise ways
to practice. You can change what you experience by what you
focus on. But we need to be mentally focused while climbing,
you need to be thinking about the moves, the gear, the rock.
Each person finds their own way of staying calm but here are
some tips.
•
Be calm before you start. If needed take a few minutes to
centre yourself. Focus calmly on the rituals of uncoiling the
rope, racking up etc. Whatever you do, do not rehearse being
scared before you leave the ground. You might find your heart
rate is raised but do not allow your imagination to run wild and
run through frightening scenarios in your head. You might find
these pictures start coming into your head, recognize they are
not helpful and focus on something else, do not give them space
(not easy? - then practice!).
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•
Block scared feelings by breathing more slowly and
deliberately. Focus on the out-breath and make it longer than
the in-breath (e.g. in for 3, 4 or 5 seconds, out for 5, 6 or 7) as
this switches on the parasympathetic nervous system which is
the emotional brain’s antidote to the flight, fight or freeze
response. You can practice this sort of breathing any time not
just when climbing.
•
Focus only on what you are doing. Really look intently at
the foot and hand holds. When the thinking brain is happily in
charge and the body is not all tensed up the emotional brain can
stay calm too.
•
Try and have a plan. It will not always work exactly
which is why every pitch is an adventure but look ahead and
think. Where looks like a good rest? Where does it look like
there might be gear?
•
Put good gear in and know it’s good. This might involve
practicing putting a lot in at the bottom of crags and hanging off
it in a safe place. If the gear is good do not let your imagination
run wild and introduce doubt.
•
If you genuinely think the gear is not good then find
something else. Do not misuse your imagination by thinking
about falling off and hurting yourself. Focus on breathing,
staying calm and thinking – in order logically to weigh up the
options. Climb on if it is easy and there is good gear ahead; if it
is not OK where you are, look for better gear, or maybe climb
down to the last good rest or good gear.
•
If you get scared so that thinking is becoming hard then
know you cannot force your thinking brain into good choices
when fear has taken over. You must first calm down. Breathe.
Focus on becoming calm. Some people find breathing enough
but others find it helpful to focus on something comforting, like
how great their climbing pants are, or what a lovely colour the
rock is. When calmer, access your thinking brain for a plan.
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If you do engage in any sort of calming practice in dayto-day life (yoga, meditation, mindfulness techniques etc) this
can, over time, make it quicker and easier to access a calm state
while climbing. However it’s not essential as climbing itself is a
wonderful way to practice. Approach climbing as fun, something
to enhance your life, not something in which you have to prove
yourself to others. Of course it’s great to have goals and be
proud of your achievements but don’t take the failures too
seriously Even the most accomplished climbers have been
known to ask for a top rope. Remember – try not to rehearse
unhelpful scenarios in your imagination. Be as interested in what
goes on inside you as what happens outside and you will gain
confidence and above all enjoy it.
HAPPY CLIMBING!!!!
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ANNAPURNA IV
Nothing breathes above the tree line
Not man, not mountain;
All is stilled in Gorgon rapture.
River is a petrified carcase
Mouldering, desiccated;
Suffocated stone and gravel
Relinquished life a thousand feet
And years ago.
An icy corpse is lingering
In an heroic past of glorious deeds
Of man v monster.
Yet here we venture,
Gasping in a vacuum
Although the monster’s dead
Because all monsters are.
But come the moment, come the final dawn
As boot is poised over recumbent neck
There is a hiss of snakes,
A flick of tail and wind
Of carrion breath,
And rock breathes,
Rock stirs..
And we turn stone.
Jill Croskell
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SICILY – A WINTER FUN DESTINATION
Stella Adams
The biggest problem about being retired is keeping warm in
Winter, so one of the better ideas is to use your Government
winter fuel allowance on a flight to a sunny climbing somewhere
else.
Spain and Kalymnos are well documented and much visited
but what about further afield??
A short haul flight to Palermo, Sicily is an option. There are
many climbing areas in the Sicily guidebook and we visited
many of them in 2010 when we were travelling around Italy.
Many had fallen into disuse, unvisited, and overgrown. We did
however, have several very good days climbing at Valdesi just
outside Palermo.
From there we went to the Mecca of the sports climbing at
San Vito lo Capo, the most western tip of Sicily. Many climbers
have been hard at work creating a very enjoyable climbing
venue which boasts of, mainly single pitch climbing of all
grades. Most of the climbs have been bolted since 2002, and are
very accessible from the Bahira Campsite.
Many climbers choose to stay at the Bahira campsite and a
great deal of the climbing is within walking distance from there.
There are plenty of cabins and winter special deals for climbers
and bikes to hire for the impecunious climber with no car. There
is a frequently updated English version of the local guidebook
available at the campsite. Because this area is so accessible by
ferry from Northern Italy it is very popular during school
holidays and Christmas, but there are plenty of crags, so walking
a little further pays dividends.
Driving further afield pays dividends too!
The cliffs near Custonaci (where the largest supermarket is
situated) are probably the most significant with classic tufa
routes on the ‘Neversleeping Wall’ certainly worth the drive.
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We camped at the Bahira Campsite where friends had
booked chalets. Many crags border the campsite so it’s a very
convenient place to stay and there are many self catering options
in San Vito lo Capo too.
There is a national park area locally and, of course, the active
volcano Stromboli to climb too.
All in all a good venue for a sunny climbing holiday.

Alison Cairns climbing Il Barbagianni 6b at Rocca Di Cerriolo, Sicily
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Angela Soper
In the film ‘Operation Moffat’ Gwen told Claire Carter that
it was as though all her adventures happened to another person.
You don’t have to be over 90 to feel like that sometimes!
In 1981 I was the person who succeeded Shirley Angell as
our president, and I wanted to improve my climbing and raise
awareness of the club. One day I was soloing at Burbage North
when I came across Jill Lawrence and Kit Stewart trying a
boulder problem. I knew them from BMC International meets,
so I joined in and managed to climb the boulder. They were
going to France for Easter soon and had room for me in the car
so off we went in Jill’s ‘deux chevaux’. This led to an Alpine
trip in the summer -- this time four in the little car, with the
canvas top rolled back to fit us all in.
Our most memorable climb was the British route on the west
face of the Aiguille de Blaitière. We bivvied at its foot, climbed
in rock shoes, and abseiled down from the Fontaine ledges
instead of struggling over the summit with full Alpine gear.
Someone on the campsite had lent us an enormous hex to protect
the off-width Fissure Brown – no big cams in those days! – and
Jill made good use of it on her lead. I led through up the Fissure
Whillans and all went according to plan. A team of Czech men
arrived to climb with big boots and sacks, and we passed on the
communal hex, for which they were most grateful.
I thought it was time Jill, Kit and other strong women
climbers joined the Pinnacle Club, and the idea of a special Meet
was born. With help from the BMC the committee invited
women we knew from previous events1,2, such as Catherine
Destivelle, and others nominated by their national federations,
and made the Meet open to all British women. There would be
no formalities and everyone would stay at Cwm Dyli.
So at the hut for Spring Holiday 1984 were overseas visitors
Rosie Andrews (USA), Catherine Destivelle and Christine
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Gambert
(France), Verena Jäggin and Nicole Niquille
(Switzerland), Paula Turley (Ireland), An Verbeek (Belgium),
together with many enthusiastic British hosts.3

Meet participants at Cwm Dyli, May 1984
Photograph by Ian Smith

We went to Tremadog for the first day and did many climbs,
up to E4 6a. Sunday saw the Meet at Gogarth, on the Main
Cliff, the Upper Tier, Wen Zawn and Castell Helen. I followed
Catherine up Big Groove. Significantly, Hilary was climbing
independently on the Main Cliff, and seeing so many women
leading she decided that Meets like this were a good thing.
But it was Tuesday when history was made on Dinas
Cromlech. Jill and Rosie had set their sights on Right Wall.
They tossed a coin to decide who would go first; Jill won and
thus became the first woman to lead E5.
We didn’t have a party to end the meet; some had to go back
to work while others dispersed to the gritstone edges, High Tor
and the Lake District. In the exciting atmosphere of the meet
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many achieved a personal best and raised her leading grade.
Several of the hosts who were not already members
subsequently joined the Pinnacle Club, as did Verena who went
on to be president of the RHM for many years.
Fast forward to June 2016. The seed sown in Hilary’s mind
that day had long been germinating, so this International Meet
was a much bigger one. Maybe WICM was the unforeseen
consequence of my encounter with Jill and Kit at Burbage in
1981, Hilary’s coinciding with the 1984 meet at Gogarth, and
Jill’s winning the toss for Right Wall! There was the same
fantastic atmosphere with everyone encouraging the others to
‘go for it’ – and they all did. The last day was a fitting end with
lots of action on Dinas Cromlech including two leads of Right
Wall.

WICM, the last evening:
Photograph by Ann Blandford

Of the 1984 participants, Sonja, Pamela and I came to
WICM 2016. Verena was disappointed that she couldn’t make
it. Sadly, Brede, Kit and Alison H have passed away. Jill now
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lives in Colorado and Geraldine on Kalymnos. Paula is in New
Zealand and a close friend of Shelagh who came in 2016. The
Indian climbers, Mishtu and Ishani, told us that the Miyar Nala
where the 1980 Pinnacle Club Lahaul expedition explored and
made first ascents is now a popular trekking area!
Before the Meet the WICM website4 speculated ‘who knows
if new barriers will be broken on the 2016 Women’s
International Climbing Meet? – but we can be sure that the
sense of community, encouragement, challenge and reward will
be there in spades’. They were, it did, and the Meet was a huge
success. Looking to the future, maybe the next special event
will be in our centenary year, 2021, and we hope everyone will
be there. Climbers come and go, but the rocks and the Pinnacle
Club remain.
1

Milburn, Geoff (editor), 1997, The first fifty years of the British
Mountaineering Council p.232, 234, 238 and photographs
between p.242 & 243
2
Angell, Shirley, 1998, Pinnacle Club: A History of Women
Climbing p.247-8
3
Webb, Kate (editor), 1985, The Pinnacle Club Journal 198284 p.30-33
4
http://pinnacleclub.co.uk/wicm2016/
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A VISITOR’S VIEW OF THE WOMEN’S
INTERNATIONAL CLIMBING MEET
Vedrana Simičević (Croatia)
For a typical climbing geek who always admired the elegant
craziness of British trad climbing movies, coming to Llanberis
Pass was somewhat like meeting one of my personal idols.
While the car’s GPS was still trying to comprehend the existence
of Ynys Ettws hut, I immediately recognized a curvy road with
little stony sidewalls and the mythical features like Cenotaph
Corner. But the real reason why I wanted to attend the Women’s
International Climbing Meet was obviously the prospect of
becoming a part of something that looked like an important
event for the global women’s climbing community.
The thing is, as much as the ‘gender subject’ is an unpopular
topic in the climbing world, probably every passionate or
aspiring woman alpinist can, after a while (and that is usually
after a couple of years of trying to advance in grades and
experience) identify herself with some, if not all the usual
gender issues in climbing. You don’t have to be a passionate
feminist to notice that in this still overwhelmingly macho arena,
encouragement from the fellow men climbers sometimes goes
only to the point when the woman is weaker or equal to them.
Most of us have been in that embarrassing situation when even
the smallest sign of weakness immediately becomes a good
reason for an ambitious male partner to retake the next lead.
Most of us felt at least once that every mistake will be blown out
of proportion and turn into a lasting reminder, while in the same
time every success will be underestimated or easily forgotten.
We all used to remain silent about purely physically gender
things like menstrual pain or lower tolerance to cold because we
learned to perceive them as the signs of our personal weakness.
And all the time we have wondered if that gender inequality
feeling is just a matter of our own insecurities. But even if that
was true most of the time, many of us gradually, almost
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unconsciously started to occasionally escape into the more
relaxed atmosphere of all-woman climbing parties, not only to
share the ‘girls’ way’ of climbing, but also to feel more satisfied
with our accomplishments because nobody will automatically
assume that the ‘male partner’ has done all the hard work.
With that in mind, events like WICM carry this special allure
which goes deeper than a simple wish to meet new people and
have fun climbing in this historically famous area. WICM
certainly lived up to these expectations – and delivered even
more. For a start it proved that with clever and dedicated
organisation the almost impossible can be achieved – like
successfully coordinating eighty (yes eighty!) women from more
than twenty different countries and very different cultures to
live, eat and climb together harmoniously for seven days. Later
we learned that the whole organisation, led by Hilary and Alison
and executed with the help of dozens of volunteers, took more
than a year of preparation. This feat was obvious in every detail,
from the well organised meals for eighty people (a massive
effort all by itself) to the highly functioning concept of pairing
UK climbing hosts with their guests on a daily basis (which is
equal to solving a maths puzzle with eighty variables in grades,
moods, levels of acceptable suffering and different kinds of
music wishes).
After getting acquainted with the usual British delights;
everything is lovely, rain can actually be dry, run-out is always
‘just a little’ and getting used to the main climbing cultural
differences (such as belaying the second climber from the
harness, which for a good part of the climbing world, is the same
incomprehensible mystery as the British driving on the wrong
side of the road), we immersed ourselves in the mentally
demanding, puzzling and strangely enjoyable world of British
Trad climbing. It is probably needless to describe how good it
feels to move your mental barriers on short but tricky walls at
Tremadog, in the Llanberis Pass or on Slate or how stunningly
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beautiful it is to climb on the breath-taking cliffs of Gogarth.
The quality of crags or the mystical beauties of Snowdonia
aren’t the only famous parts of climbing in Wales. You can feel
history on every route you touch and consequently begin to
understand how deeply rooted are the climbing and exploring
traditions in British society.
Which brings me to the most valuable lesson that I learned
by participating in WICM. It wasn’t just this friendly female
climbing partnership energy that was spreading around the Ynys
Ettws hut and on the crags. So many incredibly psyched
climbers gathered in one place created an energised atmosphere
of motivation. One could feel the excitement in the air every
morning after the breakfast. There weren’t any gender issues in
this anticipation of the climbing day that lay ahead, only a
typical climbing hunger for routes, regardless of difficulty.
While it was inspiring to see so many strong women operating
confidently above E2, E3, even E7 grade or simply moving one
grade higher in only a couple of days, I was even more
impressed with the number of hosts in theirs fifties or sixties
who continue to climb regularly and strong. Even more, these
are the women who have respectable careers, who are mothers
or even grandmothers, yet neither their busy and fulfilled lives
nor social expectations have prevented them from pursuing their
climbing passion. It was a privilege to climb with them and to
witness the joy, determination, skill and motivation which they
still bring along to every route. Watching all those women from
different cultural backgrounds and different generations sharing
the same lifestyle and connecting almost immediately through
that universal climbing language, it occurred to me that this is
the ultimate proof of ‘modern era’ gender equality in climbing
and alpinism. Today, when the first female ascent, once a strong
motivation in the women’s climbing community, could now
often overshadow the fact that something was primarily bad-ass
rare or a first repeat of the difficult climb; the real ‘equality
victory’ is the sheer number of women who are now enjoying
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themselves in a demanding world of moving the personal limits
above your own gear.
Thank you strong ladies from the Pinnacle Club for this great
motivational experience.

Vedrana Simičević
Photograph by Jessie Leong
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THE PINNACLE CLUB/BMC WOMEN’S
INTERNATIONAL CLIMBING MEET (WICM) 2016
Hilary Lawrenson
There have been a few significant markers in my climbing
career and encountering the Pinnacle/BMC Women’s
International Meet at Gogarth in 1984 was undoubtedly one of
the earliest. It was a great success, attended by 40 women,
including some of the world’s best climbers and culminating in
the first female E5 lead (Right Wall) by Jill Lawrence, rapidly
repeated by Catherine Destivelle and Rosie Andrews. The
resultant publicity and general buzz turned out to be a huge
inspiration for a generation of women climbers, myself included.
I wrote in the last journal of my thirty years with the
Pinnacle Club and my hope to complete a circle by organising
another international meet during my Presidency. Ideally it
would have taken place in 2014, but the BMC was not in a
position to support us then, so it shifted to being a grand finale
for my third year of office in 2016. Fortune smiled on me in the
form of redundancy/early retirement from my job in the
decimated Probation Service in 2015, which gave me plenty of
time to dedicate to the venture. I hadn’t appreciated quite how
much time it would take: just for starters there was a proposal to
the committee, then an application for funding to the BMC, as
well as approaching the Climbers’ Club to see what level of
involvement/support it wanted or was able to give to the project.
Time seemed to slip away, until suddenly just before Christmas
2015, we heard from the BMC that it would give us funding and
also got agreement from the CC that we could use Ynys Ettws as
the venue. Excitement all round!
Tides and diaries checked, we set the date for the second
week in June 2016. Having agreed a timeline for applications
and realising we needed to get things moving rapidly three of the
four primary organisers promptly took off to Spain for a large
part of January! Once back in the UK we had our work cut out
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to send invitations to the overseas federations, advertise to UK
climbers, select participants, collect fees and organise catering,
transport, publicity, sponsorship, filming, marquee, T-shirts,
talks….. the list was endless. For the next five months we
submerged ourselves in spreadsheets until finally the 80 names
became a group of real people who turned up at Ynys Ettws at
various times during the week, full of nervous anticipation.
We tried to get a good spread of ages and abilities when
selecting the guests: the youngest was 20, the oldest 63; leading
grades ranged from around Severe to sport 8a; some were
confident on trad, others had no experience at all. The hardest
part was choosing who should come from abroad, as we had 43
applicants for 20 places! The opposite was the case when it
came to the UK hosts - we were actually not oversubscribed, so
just accepted everyone and then also had to send out personal
requests to attract more top-level climbers to match with some of
the incredibly talented guests. We had guests from as far afield
as Japan, Iceland and New Zealand, with the rest, not
surprisingly, coming from Europe.

The Wall – routes climbed during the week

The Welsh weather did us proud! The 2 weeks prior to the
meet had been a heat wave but, true to form, the weather broke
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and arrival day saw the first teams caught in heavy rain on
Carreg Wastad and Grochan. Much of the week was therefore
spent at Gogarth and on most days Wen Slab, Castell Helen, the
Main Cliff, Holyhead Mountain and Rhoscolyn were covered in
female parties. Tremadoc and the slate quarries also received
their fair share of visits, until eventually the weather cleared
enough to see some action in the Pass. I asked the guests for
their favourite climbs and you will see from the ‘Wall’ the wide
range of routes that were climbed that week. The bigger the text
the higher number of votes a climb received, so it’s clear which
was the most popular route of the week.
Having been in the Pinnacle Club for thirty years I am
obviously very familiar with a women-only environment, but for
most of the participants this was their first experience. Some
people, generally (but not exclusively) men, still challenged me
and asked why the BMC should be supporting a women-only
event, not to mention the ubiquitous question of why the
Pinnacle Club should still exist in this age of ‘equality’.
Compared to when I attended the previous meet at Gogarth in
the eighties there are more women climbers, many of them
climbing much higher grades than I ever have, and I frequently
encounter female teams on the crags, but I felt immense pride in
bringing together this group of women and hearing how
positively they all reacted to an all-female environment. Let’s
hear from some of the participants on the meet:
Julie Mair (UK Host):
I pulled into the car park to see Ynys Ettws full of women hosts and guests of all ages and nationalities. Tents were being
erected and cars unpacked, interspersed with animated
conversations as the gathered women got to know each other. As
someone accustomed to being in the minority in huts and on
crags this was an amazing change.
These things always come with the question of whether
women’s events are needed in this day and age. Climbing is no
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longer the male dominated preserve of the past and many of the
women at the meet have never experienced the challenges that
the female pioneers faced. I’ve never felt disadvantaged or
discriminated against for being female and I found it humbling to
meet some of the women who’d challenged the social norms of
their day to play in this traditionally male space. However,
women are still in a minority in climbing, especially Trad
climbing, and many women don’t develop their confidence and
independence to climb away from their male partners. Events like
these provide an opportunity to climb in an all-female group,
which rarely happens spontaneously. Spending a week
surrounded by strong, confident women, with passion and
enthusiasm for climbing, inspired me to try harder, to be bolder
and to try to help other women feel the same.
Ellie Fuller (UK Host):
The Women’s International Climbing Meet was an incredibly
inspiring week. The Sun E3 5c, my first climb at that grade, was
more than just a number or even an achievement - for me it
marked the beginning of a shift in my perception. It was the result
of spending the previous three days climbing with strong,
motivated women. Paired with Katerina Petkova, a Bulgarian
wad*, I was terrified. She could climb 8a or something
ridiculous, why on earth had I been put with her?
At Rhoscolyn on Anglesey I seconded all Katerina’s E1/E2
warm-up routes really fast, still more than slightly intimidated,
but determined not to let her down. Then something funny
happened. I looked around; the crag was dominated by women,
most of whose idea of a warm-up was around E2. Katerina was
now dispatching E3s with ease, Michaela and Karolina had long
ago left them behind for E4s and harder. This was a completely
new situation for me - E1/2 was suddenly not the living end, but
the norm, no big deal in fact. Something in my own perception of
difficulty shifted to line up a little more with this attitude.
* wad is a modern term for someone who climbs really hard.
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I had done only a few E2s at that point. However, Katerina was
delighted when I voiced my desire to lead The Sun - her ecstatic
encouragement was infectious as were her repeated affirmations
that it wasn’t at all hard and that I would be fine. Red rock
warming in the sun; it was a beautiful line. I climbed it, and sat
glowing in the golden, late afternoon light, pulling up the rope
and wishing to be nowhere else.

Katerina Petkova (Bulgaria) on Centrefold E3 5c, Rhoscolyn
Photograph by Dan Howard BMC

It was strange that this group of women, as part of the whole
WICM, in their attitudes and climbing, had managed to reduce
the idea of attempting a new grade, previously one I had never
considered leading (ever), to something manageable. Somehow
these women had swept me along with them, into a new level of
perception of difficulty. I reflected on how this mental change
makes a massive difference. Once something is not a big deal but
just something everyone else is doing, it becomes normal, and
thus psychologically, far less challenging.
It would be great if I could feel equally as inspired by climbing
with both men and women. I frequently climb with men who
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climb hard and I am inspired, encouraged and continue to push
myself when climbing with them. However there was something
special about feeling part of a group of strong, motivated
climbers of my own gender for a week in North Wales, which
unlocked a little magic in my mind.
Ellie was not alone. Several times during the week I (Hilary)
reassured people who doubted the wisdom of pairing them up
with someone who so obviously climbed harder than they did, to
then hear their exhilaration the following evening when they had
had one of their greatest climbing days. She and some of the
other young women were so inspired by the week that they
determined to host a weekend for less experienced women
climbers later in the summer. In a remarkably short timeframe
they organised the Women’s Trad Fest, based at the campsite at
Birchen Edge, Derbyshire, as part of the BMC’s Women in the
Outdoors Week in July. They brought over sixty-five women
together to Trad climb outside, many for the first time ever.
Such was the success of the weekend (at which several Pinnacle
members helped out), they are repeating the event in 2017,
tickets selling out within a day.
Ilona Antonovičiūtė (Lithuania):
I was surprised how many young, strong, female climbers there
are out there, but I was even more impressed to see women who
have been climbing for 40 years or more and are still going
strong! They were my biggest inspiration!
Karolina Oska (Poland):
Yes that was my first women-only but also first international
meet I have been on. It was one of the best and most inspiring
experiences of my life. Amazing people and atmosphere. And
possibility to see very different ways of being a climber, and
different ways that led all these women to the same point in their
climbing life. I was also impressed by mental power of girls from
UK who attacked very serious trad routes comparing to their
sport climbing level. And it was great to see older women
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sharing their passion and experience with the younger
generation.

Karolina Oska (Poland) on The Trail of Tears E4 6a, Rhoscolyn
Photograph by Dan Howard BMC

Despite the weather all the participants had a great week’s
climbing. Those with little trad experience benefitted from
instruction from Ali Taylor and Cath Wilson (from Plas y
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Brenin) and were leading climbs such as Rap, Black & Tan and
Nea (all VS) by the end of the week. The more experienced
climbers teamed up with different UK hosts during the week and
had a fantastic time climbing Welsh classics of all grades. At the
other end of the spectrum we saw women climbing grades to
equal the 1984 meet with multiple ascents (from both guests and
UK hosts) of Right Wall (E5), The Mau Mau (E4), Cream (E4),
Jack of Shadows (E4), Godzilla (E4) and Cockblock (E5).
Perhaps the most audacious effort was from 20-year-old
Netherlands climber, Aniek Lith, who attempted to lead
Strawberries (E7 6b) on Tremadoc on the final day; however she
found herself on the Dream Topping finish (E7 7a) and didn’t
quite finish it, so one for her to return to!
We finished the week with a party in the marquee at Ynys,
where we were joined by CC and BMC luminaries to eat
traditional Welsh paella, then take part in a team quiz and silly
games. After that all there was left to do was to dance into the
wee small hours and say our farewells the following morning….
in the rain, of course.
Thanks
Firstly, my heartfelt thanks to the team who helped me with
the organisation: Alison Cairns, Hazel Jones, Abi Chard, Jan
Rickman, Sue Hodgkinson, Elaine McCulloch, Jo Kilner (who,
although not a member, did an amazing job populating the
attendees spreadsheet and manipulating it to give us all manner
of useful information) and Ali Taylor; many other people helped
by meeting guests at the airport, organising breakfasts and doing
numerous jobs during the week.
Thanks also to Café Caban at Brynrefail for the amazing
meals they provided for us all week. As well as the BMC and
CC we received support from DMM, Plas y Brenin, V12, Rab,
3rd Rock Clothing, Mountain Equipment, Mammut, V12, Lyon
Equipment, Snowdonia National Park and Awesome Walls.
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Yu Shinozuka (Japan) on Black and Tan VS 4c, Holyhead Mountain
Photograph by Hazel Jones
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E1 BEFORE 60 CHALLENGE
Hazel Jones
Sixty routes at 60, 60 cakes at 60 - these are the kind of
challenges you hear gung-ho people setting themselves. This got
me idly musing what kind of challenge I would choose. But a
single Challenge Day wouldn’t work for me as my October
birthday is often cold and miserable.
If E1 is no big deal for you then feel free to stop reading
now. It’s a big deal for me. Three years ago I surprised myself
by leading two HVS climbs, the first for 27 years. I started
climbing in the 80s, and was consistently leading VS back then.
By 1987 I’d led maybe three HVSs, according to illegible
margin notes in guidebooks. I then went to work overseas, and
effectively stopped climbing.
Roll forward to 2002 when I settled back in England. At
first I found it hard to get back into climbing - lack of fitness and
lack of climbing partners were mainly to blame. So joining the
Pinnacle Club was a game-changer: it opened up a whole new
world of climbing opportunities, both venues and partners.
Landing a job with a regular income also allowed me to
scrutinise and replace much of my ageing gear, particular when
climbing partners reviled my Whillans harness, or refused to
climb on my furry rope. It took a few years to get back to where
I was before: I regained confidence at Diff/ VDiff, clocked up
mileage on Severes and HSs, and eventually broke back into VS,
on Inaccessible Crack at Stanage.
By the end of 2014 I led my two HVSs. Both felt soft for the
grade - Rosebud in June at Zennor and Gazebo at Castle Rock,
but that didn’t stop me feeling “Yay me!” There were several
helpful factors: good weather that year that allowed me to climb
regularly, a new bouldering wall near work, not being injured,
and a hotchpotch of regular exercises, initially for injury rehab,
and then preventative. A friend was showing off her push-ups
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which at the time I couldn’t do at all (ditto pull-ups) so I
included some half-arsed push-ups.

Hazel wall training on big jugs

So what happened next? I happened to be boasting my
HVSs to this same friend, who responded with “E1 next year
then!” My reply was to snort dismissively. A week or so later, I
saw an opportunity to get some personal training, and thought, if
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I can achieve HVS with a random mix of exercises, maybe with
some informed structured input I could achieve E1. So in a daft
conversation with this trainer, Ollie, I joked that I wanted to lead
E1 before I hit 60. He didn’t laugh. What’s more, he
guaranteed I’d achieve it (which was rash because he didn’t
actually know me or what I could do, but the conversation
wasn’t being recorded so he could subsequently deny it).
Step one was to complete a lengthy pre-assessment
questionnaire. This made me think about why I was doing this
(good question), what I wanted to achieve, and how much time I
could commit to it (Guide’s honour - I have time to train three
times a week).
I was then subjected to a series of physical tests, to establish
a baseline starting point, identify areas of strength and weakness
and what I needed to work on to get the most improvement.
These included Strength - timed one-handed hangs (really??),
Endurance - how long you can do repeated hangs (2.5 minutes if
you must know, top climbers can achieve 10), Core strength
(yes! those Pilates classes were not wasted), pull-ups and pushups (complete embarrassment).
My assessment results showed two aspects that would
benefit most from training: finger strength, but more
importantly, aerobic endurance. This made sense because trad
climbing requires a lot of hanging around fiddling in gear, so
without endurance we get pumped too quickly.
Several friends were dismissive of the idea of a trainer. You
can do it yourself! There’s loads of info out there! You can do
it for free! But they didn’t understand how my motivation
works:
• I’m a naturally lazy person, and don’t actually enjoy the
kind of activities that are good for you such as running, or
exercises. So if I put my own plan together, I might or might not
follow it.
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• I’m a list person: I get loads done if I have a list of things
to tick off.
• I’m uncomfortable with disapproval: if there’s someone
metaphorically looking over my shoulder, I’d feel I’m letting
them down (as well as myself) if I don’t complete the
programme. When I’ve had physio treatment and been given
rehab exercises, I’ve always conscientiously followed them. I
even feel guilty disobeying the timer on my electric toothbrush.
• I have inherited my parents’ Presbyterian ‘Don’t waste
money’ genes: see above point re physio exercises: why pay for
advice and then not follow it? So by paying for training I would
be more likely to follow it.
So I was delighted to receive the first 10-week programme it was colourfully presented in a spreadsheet format, which I
could tick off as I went along. Hurrah! Each of the 8 sessions
was clearly described, and fell into the following categories:
Aerobic endurance, Anaerobic, and conditioning (core,
antagonist and strength exercises). Each session lasted between
20 - 60 mins. I had a week to familiarise the requirements of
each session before I started the programme proper. Which was
just as well, as it was a shocker, both psychologically and
physically. I’d dabbled in ‘training’ before, but this was on a
different scale. For example, I regularly did a whole figure-ofeight circuit on the circuit board. One. This programme required
FOUR circuits back to back, then after 10 mins, four more, then
four more. Could I even do one set of four? It turned out I
could, but it hurt. Driving home I could barely hold the steering
wheel. Another example: boulder problems: yes I regularly did
loads, in between catching up with friends. The training session
required 20 problems in 25 mins. After a break another 20.
What? More? This all took hours! I’d never before been the
last to leave the wall.
The second 10-week programme cycle upped the number of
sessions to 12 a week. What I needed was Discipline! My time
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management needed to get smarter: instead of starting the
evening socialising and tea drinking, which delayed getting
started, I’d instead chat during the rest breaks. I’d eat my
‘delicious’ cold pasta during rest breaks or even on the way
home, and I got better at combining complementary sessions on
the same evening, eg boulder mileage + core + endurance.
Altogether I continued this training for 20 months, with a
series of 10-week programme cycles, that took Life and Work
into account: work travel (training without equipment), climbing
trips to ‘peak’ for, Christmas downtime, etc..
All did not run smoothly. The dreaded climbers’ elbow
resurfaced. I deleted all fingerboard sessions and pull-ups
(quelle dommage), and upped the rehab exercises. But I could
still do long endurance circuits, as long as I avoided crimpy
holds and lock-offs. Then for balance I injured the other elbow.
I got rid of it quicker this time, and again climbed around it.
Then there were minor hitches. For example I was given an
impossible core exercise that involved lifting your whole body
on your hands off the floor from seated. I wept. It turned out
he’d mixed up the Hazels - I’d been given an exercise designed
for Hazel Findley.
Did the programme do any good? It didn’t always feel like
it, but I fell into a routine, and got used to going to the wall
straight from work and not getting home til 10 at night. After 8
months I was already feeling the benefit. I felt more confident I
could keep going on steeper routes without my arms falling off.
I doubled my number of HVS leads to six, including Bludgeon,
Ethos and Hercules in Pembroke. In 2016 I doubled the number
again to 12, with e.g. Telekenesis, Rear Wind, Bruvers and Wen.
I also managed a glorious 5a pitch of Golden Compass E1 in
Morocco with Abi (who led the 5b pitch).
Finally I led my E1 - Whispering Wind at St Govan’s East in
Pembroke. It wasn’t an onsight - I’d seconded Alex on it before,
so I remembered it being technically fine. With Hilary belaying
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me, the traverse below the overhang felt straightforward, and
there was always a rest to get excellent gear in before the hard
moves.
Memory plays tricks though; I’d inconveniently
forgotten a thin reachy move near the top of the slab, - I only
caught the arête by my fingertips - but was home and dry.

Hazel Jones leading Whispering Wind E1 on St Govan's East
Photograph by Thea Williams

So it was done. For a while self-delusion ruled. I kidded
myself I’d go on to lead more E1s. But the training had
dominated my life for the past 20 months and I couldn’t keep it
up. Would I do it again? Not right now. The training was a
struggle, but a means to an end and I enjoyed the confidence it
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gave me. On reflection, the best result was not the E1, but the
world of HVSs it had made possible,.

Hazel Jones leading the superb pitch 1 of Golden Compass,
Adrar Umlil, Morocco. March 2016
Photograph by Abi Chard
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CORRECTION TO THE LLANBERIS GUIDEBOOK
Jill Croskell
Bole Way VS 4c 4c 4c (One star) Carreg Wastad
Start at a rib with a vegetated, slimy and mossy groove at
either side about 100 feet right of Trilon, 30 feet left of Main
Scoop Route, 300 feet below an odd shaped rock, up a bit from
Shadow Wall and quite a long way from Pen y Pass car park.
1. Bridge up the rib and groove looking optimistically for
gear until standing airily on the top of the pillar, still looking.
Make use of a jammed rock below your feet to protect a
precarious step onto a vegetated, sloping gangway then commit
to 2 over-hanging pinch grips whilst swinging out and right.
Congratulate yourself on completing the ‘awkward’ move then
realise that the expected handholds have not materialised nor has
the gear or indeed your balance. Wobble onwards looking for
gear, ignoring the inviting crack in the detached block. Ascend
the ramp through gorse and heather, looking about ever hopeful
for gear, until you reach a steep wall emerging from a peaty
hanging garden of heather. Climb the wall to the holly trees and
a dark, prickly belay in the slot behind (‘cosy’). Pick the spines
out of your fingers before bringing up your second.
2. Climb the left-hand holly tree as far as gravity and your
personal weight allows before its sagging trunk negates all
advantage and returns you to the belay. Climb the steep,
grooved slab on small crimps, looking for gear, until a loose
handhold provides reassurance. Ignore the nut-sized crack
behind it. Step right onto the rib and continue up it for a long
time, looking for gear, until you reach a decayed ivy root and a
sense of security. A sling round the left-hand root seems slightly
more solid. Look for the ‘obvious block’ – don’t find it and
press on to the over-hang. Look for gear. Don’t find it either
and instead, traverse the wall below the overhang on matchstick
sized footholds and an overhead pinch. Contemplate the
dripping, hanging gardens of Babylon to which you are heading.
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Pick out the one dry nodule of rock to stand on and pull into a
streaming, grassy, muddy groove with a crack behind the
vegetation. Hoick out several tussocks of marshy grass and find
some gear. Try to dry your hands and shoes. Go up the steep
and ‘interesting’ groove which gets less vegetated as you
progress. Stuff the crack with gear to keep in practice and
because you’ve brought it all this way after all. Squeeze
between the roots of some more holly trees and belay behind in a
damp corner. Ladies with broader than average hips must
choose another climb.
3. Decide to do the ‘Original Finish’ as it’s only 4b and
you have had enough. Ascend the steep wall behind the trees on
greasy sloping holds, using the trees as required plus a sapling
above for protection. Try not to slip off too often. Struggle
round the arête, looking for gear and ignore another crack with
another loose handhold. Move along the ramp utilising all your
friction skills and some novel left hand under-presses. At the
gorse garden either shred your body as you try to fathom the
guidebook’s wording of ‘easily’ or, better, descend the face and
hand-traverse the ramp. Don’t give up on gear yet. At the
knobbly sloping platform progress carefully towards the large
heather patch growing on clumps of earth perched on rock
(probably). Now you can give up on gear. Kick steps in the
earth and reach the next holly trees. Belay here and hope your
second does not notice the long sagging ropes across the void.
4. Climb the holly tree (again) onto the steep headwall on
sloping holds and algae, looking for gear. Carefully lay a small
nut on top of a shallow, nut-shaped dent and breathe a sigh of
relief. This and the sling in the treetop provide security for the
leftwards traverse of the lichenous, earthy, damp wall and slab to
the overhanging, undercut, wet, final wall. Climbers of 6 feet 6
with a large wingspan may find the final moves 4b. Place some
gear (!) then aid climb the overhang to the first positive, solid
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holds on the climb – the top! NB Don’t let your second over the
edge until she has retrieved your friend and foot loop.
How we laughed when we finally stood upright on level
ground. What a good joke the new guidebook had played on us!
For those with no sense of humour, amend the wording in the
guide as follows:
Bole Way (Notes)
(i) Cross out the star
(ii) Amend ‘well-protected’ to read ‘hardly protected at all
especially on the hard bits’
(iii) Cross out all references to ‘easily’
(iv) Add ‘wet’, ‘overgrown’, ‘earthy’, ‘slimy’ etc liberally
throughout the pitch descriptions
(v) Add ‘loose’ on pitches 1, 2 and 3.
(vi) Amend ‘interesting’ to read ‘horrible’ or ‘nails’.
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BREXIT MEANS? - I AM NOT SURE, BUT LET’S NOT
HAVE AN ARGUMENT!
Anonymous
As we lay in our too cold sleeping bags, too tired to sleep,
your holding me was at once such a desperate relief and a source
of shame. I so nearly had not come back alive to your arms and
you had been waiting there, all through each terrible seemingly
unending moment of that dark night. I knew you were upset,
and I knew you understood, so I listened earnestly to your kindly
worded sermon.
“If you die, through fear of standing up for yourself, I will
never, ever, forgive you. Promise me, you will never be bullied
like that again.”
The thing is I am English and I grew up in a house where my
parents did not have rows, they had a full-on campaign of
hostilities lasting years. They were either engaged on the battle
front or withdrawn to their camps and meanwhile I was
instructed to try and ‘keep the peace’, although no practical
guidance or know-how on how to achieve this was passed on
and I was at a loss how to go about it. I came to my own
conclusion that saying nothing and keeping as quiet as possible
was mostly all I could manage. This English girl had been
conditioned at many levels to do just about anything at all to
avoid an argument. It was not until that cold dark night in the
Dolomites I realised, what that really meant.
The previous day I had teamed up with my friends who I will
call Germany and France, and as a three pronged European
Union we had gone to climb Spigolo Gallo (Yellow Edge) in the
Tre Cima, a long and, for me, technically challenging route. It
was well into September and as we defrosted the car and drove
up icy hairpins for a dawn start we questioned if the rock would
be warm enough. Perhaps the whole thing was overambitious?
At least that is what I was thinking but my companions were
stronger better climbers and I had already agreed, so I guess we
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would soon see. France made light work of the steep opening
pitches with her strong and gymnastic style. Germany had no
trouble following, but I was glad of a tight rope. The climbing
eased off a bit and the sun warmed us up. All was well. Until
an uneasy feeling within me began to grow, slowly at first, so I
dismissed it, but still it grew. Germany kept unfolding the topo
and pointing far out to the right. France was unsure. I was
dismissed from having anything useful to offer, but I did think
we had traversed way too far and were now on a mass of loose
indistinct ground, a no woman’s land of steep greasy rubble.
Not to worry, Germany knew where we were going. No, I
thought, we should not be traversing more, but I began to feel
scared and lacked the courage to try harder to get my opinion
heard. After long tiring pitches on bad ground we traversed an
equal distance in the other direction and seemed to regain the
line.
Eventually that familiar but mixed feeling on big climbs,
when you know the top is near but will there be enough time to
get down okay? We arrived late in the afternoon on a ledge with
a big red paint blob and some pegs. Nerves a little shredded and
tension held high by impending dark but glad to see we were on
track .The ground above seemed to ease away to a ridge and the
way looked well worn. Ah, might I permit myself a little feeling
of relief. We would be alright now, we were almost up. We
should have time to get the summit ridge and short abseil section
finished before dark and after that it was down scree which we
could easily manage in torchlight.
Germany took the lead and instead of following the, to me
fairly obvious, route up she sidled off left along a deathly
looking loose ledge. She had seen some bolts out on that face
and so it must be right. I felt sick. No. But Germany
disappeared round the corner and France and I were left on the
belay as the rope inched out very, very slowly. I still felt sick.
No. I am not going round there. I made a desperate effort to
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convince kindly France that the way was up, where the red paint
was. She was unmoved.
“Well I do not know. We better trust Germany, she has a lot
of experience.” As I rounded the corner on horrific vertical
choss I could not suppress tears and Germany assuming I was
being a wimp, gave me a talking to “Just climb England, come
on, we can abseil off down this face now.”
My silent inner voice was screaming - No No No. Surely we
were not going to do that! Two off duty Swiss guides appeared
having done a very hard route up the overhung face to our left.
The first companions we had met all day but our relationship did
not begin well. Germany was insisting on us using the face as
an abseil piste. A long angry shouting match ensued between
her and the guides while France and I could only stand on our
horrible perch and wonder as neither of us speak German. After
the guides went on up the finishing section of their wall I
tentatively inquired about what had been said.
“They said we should not go down this way.”
“Oh, should we go back to the paint marks then?” I sensed a
glimmer of hope although I did not relish reversing that awful
traverse.
“No, we will abseil.”
I began to feel like a highland clansman at Culloden or
pathetic soldier in the Light Brigade. Doomed to march (abseil)
into my own death under the power of a greater force. Like a
lamb to the slaughter down I went. After all I could not have a
proper row, could I? I could not refuse and risk ‘the peace’.
The only way not to acquiesce would have been a full scale
standing up for myself and a full scale falling out. Unthinkable,
not English, not good manners, not within my repertoire. Yes, I
know. I know now. How fucking stupid can you get?
The hours which followed were hell. I waited on each hard
won stance as we pulled the ropes. I waited for the inevitability
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of one of the endless large missiles which came down each time
to cut the ropes or to kill Germany or France. Silent prayers to a
God I don’t believe in betray my own yellow middle. “Please
don’t let me be the last one alive, I cannot see my friends die.”
And hours and hours of working my legs to keep them alive.
Hanging free on the ropes, swinging in to find belays and putting
gear in on the way to keep us in touch with the wall. Searching
in desperate torchlight for another dubious anchor, the rope was
never long enough. Frozen to the bone, dead legs, dead hands,
dead spirit. England was nearly done.
I was shocked back to my senses by shouts and lights above
us, the guides appeared. They had finished their climb and had
not rated our chances on the escapade so could not bring
themselves to abandon us. They had risked their own lives on a
mercy mission but I could not find gratitude in me as they were
also not shy in venting their anger. They went in front to set
ropes and I went first after them, I was the one who had to
shoulder the verbal abuse, I guess it did not really matter, I was
only capable of tears anyway, words were long gone. The
threads of our rope, and our European Union remained wound
up until at last the rope reached the ground, we were down,
wrung out, and desperately alive.
France and England are still friends. England admires many
things about Germany but cannot feel listened to by her and so
chooses not to tie on again. And she also tries to remember to
weigh up the cost of peace and know that there can be situations
where it’s not worth the price. Besides she had promised her
love that she would not die for the need of an argument, and as
we all know, Love changes everything.
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Mountain stream above Cwmorthin
Pastels by Avis Reynolds
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Tröttmössans Tystnad at Vettekullen
Climber Alison Cairns, Photograph by Hilary Lawrenson
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MIDSOMMAR I BOHUSLÄN
Hilary Lawrenson
South-west Sweden: not exactly a regular climbing
destination. The first I heard of Bohuslän was a slide show by a
Swedish climber who came on the BMC International Meet at
Ynys Ettws in May 2016. He showed pictures of striking granite
outcrops popping up from flat green fields and trees, with steep,
beautiful cracks and slabs aplenty. I met Anna Lindam at an
Open Meet in the Peak and Johanna Wernkvist came to
Women’s International Climbing meet in June 2016. Johanna
invited us to visit, sending me a copy of the guidebook to whet
my appetite. Whenever I mentioned Bohuslän to friends who
had been they reacted with such enthusiasm that the idea of a
meet there became irresistible. Johanna recommended coming
for midsummer week, so that we could take part in the typical
Swedish festivities, and so the plan was made.
I didn’t know the area myself, but I knew it was trad
climbing on granite and that there were lots of cracks, so there
was a flurry of shopping for jamming gloves. I was advised that
you needed to be climbing 6- (around E1) to get the best of the
area, but I could see from the guide that there were sufficient
crags offering lower grades as well to suit everyone in the group.
One major stumbling block for the northern contingent was that
you can’t fly from Manchester to Gothenburg so we ended up
flying to Stockholm and resigning ourselves to the 5½ hour
drive to the west coast which our Swedish friends advised us
was very boring. The southern crew booked flights from
London airports to Gothenburg, so had an easier trip, our base
being only 1½ hours drive from Gothenburg. We mulled over
various options for accommodation, until Johanna recommended
Villa Hällerkulla, a large, old farmhouse in Brodalen, which she
had stayed in for a couple of summers. She and Anna contacted
friends and posted a general invitation on their Facebook group,
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Girls Get Higher, so we had some Swedish hosts to join us
during the week.
My team duly arrived in Stockholm at midday on Friday and
endured the aforementioned long and boring drive. Trees, trees,
trees, with occasional glimpses of lakes through the trees.
Eventually, though, the forests gave way to fields and then to the
landscape we had been anticipating: outcrop after outcrop of
granite – a craggie’s paradise. We met up with Anna, travelling
independently from Uppsala, and arrived at Villa Hällerkulla
about 10pm, a few hours ahead of the Gothenburg team. A
delightful, wonky house, with plenty of room for our group of
nine, though only a single bathroom/toilet Anna and Pamela
slept in tents, as we hadn’t been quite clear how many beds there
were; they were warned to pitch their tents ‘on the other side of
the bridge’ to keep out of the way of the little robot lawnmower,
which pootled its way round the garden from morning till night
like an electronic puppy.
Sweden had been enduring the same wet weather as the UK
for the previous week or so, but we were blessed with a sudden
change in weather on the Saturday morning, resulting in a wide
variety of strap marks by the end of our first day at Galgeberget.
We were joined by Anna No.2 and also by Suzanne, who
revealed she had been on the very first BMC International
Women’s Meet in 1982, even earlier than the PC meet in 1984.
We pretty well took over the crag and clambered up routes
graded 4+ (equivalent to about HS) to 6 (E1/E2), with only the
occasional squeak about the grades. High quality, easy angled
granite and (mostly) good protection made for a good
introductory day and left us enthusiastic for the coming week.
On Sunday we split into two groups: one going with Anna to
Brappersberget for climbs in the 4s and 5s; the other to
Vettekullen (for morning sun) and Hallinden (for afternoon sun)
with Suzanne, Christina and Karina for some harder routes,
including the brilliant Prismaster, a 50m 2 pitch 6- (E1 5b-ish)
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with sustained, technical climbing from start to finish. The
photos of that day show Anna’s team wrapped up warmly
against a chill wind, my team climbing in strappy tops in the
sunshine!

Jamming heaven on Jungfrun at Välseröd
Climber Sarah-Jane Dobner, Photograph by Hazel Jones
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Day 3 (Monday) saw the whole team at Välseröd where we
all waited our turn to climb the classic grade 4 (HS) of the crag
called Jungfrun (‘the virgin’), a long diagonal entry pitch with a
Valkyrie type up-and-over flake to the belay, leading to a superb
splitter handjam crack and a sting-in-the-tail layback to finish.
Alison and Hazel had an adventure on the tough 6-, Villskudd,
with its exciting undercling traverse. We finished the climbing
with a swim in the lake, before setting off through the nearby
woods to find Christina’s summer-house for a BBQ. It was an
old, traditionally painted, wooden house, surrounded by fields,
woods and near a lake. We particularly admired her outside bath
with sun-warmed water tank. Our tiredness forgotten, we drank
champagne on the lawn, munched on our barely-charred dinner
and admired the little house, so it was nearly dark by the time we
left, which at midsummer was around 11pm.
The following day one team headed for Hallinds Klack,
while four of us visited the bronze-age rock art at Tanum. These
pictures of boats, people and animals, gouged into the granite
slabs, are now a UNESCO world heritage site. We spent a few
sunny hours wandering round some of the sites nearest to the
main visitor centre, then mid-afternoon took off for the seaside
town of Fjällbacka, where we walked up the hundreds of steps
from the sea front to examine the Kungskluft, a remarkable little
gorge with massive chockstones towering overhead, and took in
the stunning view of the sea and islands from the top of the hill.
Determined to get the full seaside holiday experience we sat in
the ice-cream parlour with front row seats as a local dance troop
performed in the street opposite.
For the rest of the week we took in the crags of Nordens Ark,
Svaneberget, Rågårdsdal and Galgeberget again. The weather
stayed remarkably pleasant, apart from a little drizzle on
Thursday morning and Friday afternoon. We climbed slabs and
walls, finger cracks and hand cracks, trying out the jamming
gloves. The crags were mostly single-pitch in the 20-30m
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ranges, with Hallinden clocking two-pitch routes at 55m. All
were within 10-30 minutes drive of our house, but the guidebook
covers a greater area almost up to the Norwegian border (in fact,
it is quite feasible to fly to Oslo and drive or get the bus south
for 1½ hours). The walk-ins were hardly strenuous, ranging
from 5-20 minutes. The furthest I drove was about 30 minutes
to the tiny seaside crag of Holländareberget (12m high and only
4 routes) near the popular resort of Smögen. Alison, Catarina,
Christina and I escaped there after being rained off Galgeberget
on the Thursday. The location was stunning: golden granite, on
a broad ledge by the sea, looking out to countless islands. We
set off for home as seemingly half the population of Stockholm
was driving in from the opposite direction, as they arrived for
the midsummer holiday. Drink driving is obviously a problem
at midsummer, because I was stopped at a police block at the
edge of town for a quick breathalyser. Fortunately for me the
police were in a good mood, because I’d left my driving licence
at home that day and they didn’t fine me, thank goodness.
Tick-paranoia ensured we gave ourselves a careful checking
over each evening and quite a few of the little beasties needed
removing, particularly from legs which had gone uncovered
through grass. We had been warned just a few weeks before we
went that there is a significant risk of Tick-Borne Encephalitis in
Sweden. Unlike Lyme’s Disease, which is treatable if caught
early enough, there is no treatment for TBE, so many of us
forked out for a couple of vaccinations before we went.
We had a lot of amusement with pronouncing the names of
the crags and working out the translations of route names. One
of the favourites amongst the group, a 5- (about MVS) called
Till de Utpsykade Cragråttorna at Rågårdsdal, translates
approximately as To the Outpsyched Cragrats. I think the name
that we liked most – and which gave the Swedes some difficulty
working out the translation - was ‘Tröttmössans Tystnad’, which
seemed to translate as ‘The Silence of the Sleepyhead’.
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Friday 23rd June was the official midsummer’s day in
Sweden and the reason Johanna had suggested we go there this
particular week. We’d been practicing our little song about Små
Grodorna (Little Frogs) all week, ready for dancing round the
‘May’pole at Röe Gård, a nearby café surrounded by freshly
mown fields where families came in hoards; girls, boys, men and
women all wearing beautiful garlands in their hair. A woman
with a guitar was singing gentle folksy songs and the starting
time came and went by…long by…so most of us wandered off
looking around to fill the time… then returned to find the pole
was up and we’d missed our song! Except we didn’t realise
we’d missed it until after we’d danced around the pole and sung
about doing the housework and being chased by bears. As the
rain started (hoorah for holidays!) we headed back to Villa
Hällerkulla to a traditional Swedish midsummer lunch of pickled
herring (our favourite was the herring in gin!), boiled potatoes
with sour cream and chives, crispbread, eggs, cheese and
schnapps, prepared for us by Johanna and Katarina. After we
went for a walk from the house to discover the local rock art (we
hadn’t realised there was some so close to home) and to pick our
midsummer posies.
So our time on Bohuslän came to a close and we departed on
Saturday morning: I wish I’d discovered Bohuslän a long time
ago. It’s not the cheapest or easiest place to get to, but we found
it to be a beautiful place and the climbing is excellent. When
can I go back, please?
Additional Notes:
Meet dates in Bohuslän, Sweden: 16th – 24th June 2017
Members: Ann Blandford, Alison Cairns, Pamela Holt, Hazel Jones,
and Hilary Lawrenson
Prospective Members: Debbie Barnes, Marion Wintringham, SarahJane Dobner
Swedish Hosts: Anna Lindam plus day visits from Suzanne Rydfelt,
Anna 2, Christina Hugosson, Carina Hedman, Maria Skansebo,
Catarina Thepper, Johanna Wernkvist, Eva
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Favourite routes of the week with their grade and crag location:
Jungfrun (4), Välseröd
Ödhumlan (4), Nordens Ark
Kyrkråttan (4+), Brappersberget
Snögeten (5-), Nordens Ark
Till de Utpsykade Cragråttorna (5-), Rågårdsdal
Granitsnoken (5), Svaneberget
Bergkirstis Polska (6-), Svaneberget
Prismaster (6-), Hallinden
Våroffer (6-), Hallinds Klack
Villskudd (6-), Välseröd
Guidebook: Klättring I Bohuslän, Hanna & Petter Restorp 2015
(available from the local supermarket in Brodalen)

The Team at Välseröd Vatten. From left: Pamela Holt, Ann Blandford,
Alison Cairns, Sarah-Jane Dobner, Hazel Jones (standing), Marion
Wintringham , Debbie Barnes, Anna Lindam, Hilary Lawrenson
Photograph73
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Cwm Dyli Cottage
Water colour painting by Rob Piercy
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Rob Piercy
Editor’s note: There is a copy of the painting opposite in our hut. I donated it
several years ago. Rob Piercy, an artist who has a gallery in Porthmadog,
was filmed painting it by S4C as part of a series of programmes on the Afon
Glaslyn. Although Rob could have chosen anywhere along the river for his
painting he chose Cwm Dyli because his grandmother lived there!

Rob writes: At the end of the 19th century my grandmother and
her family moved from Cwm Nantcol, in Meirioneth to Cwm Dyli,
a cottage in Nant Gwynant. Her name was Laura and she was 10
years old when she moved there. Her father Robert Lloyd was a
shepherd.
It is interesting to think that my great grandfather was a
shepherd on the very hills which I love so much, to climb, walk and
to paint. Robert Lloyd, he would have probably been known as
Bob Lloyd, most definitely cared for his sheep on the places where
the great leap forward in rock climbing standards in the early 20th
century took place, in particular on the cliffs of Lliwedd. He might
even have doffed his cap to these gentlemen as they made their way
up to the foot of the cliff, these early rock climbing pioneers came
from the intellectual elite of this country. If my great grandfather
enjoyed his pint he might have rubbed shoulders with these greats
at the Pen-y-Gwryd; the Abraham brothers might have bought him
a pint.
As a youngster our family outings would often involve a trip up
and around Snowdon. On the way up to Penygwyrd my
grandmother would tell me that she lived in that tiny little cottage
next to the power station and that she walked the three miles to
school in Nantgwynant barefoot and three miles back. She saved
her shoes for chapel on Sunday. “Nice one nain (gran), pull the
other one.” Little did I know then that she was telling the truth.
When Laura was about fifteen her father died and the family
returned to Merionethshire where the 1911 census shows that Laura
was a maid at Penrallt, Llanbedr, working for the Thomas family.
Here she met and married Hugh Hughes, and my mother arrived in
1917.
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Annis Flew
(Annis Flew died in 2017 – her obituary is in the Obituaries section in
this journal, but here is an article she wrote for the Pinnacle Club
Journal No 11 1963 – 1964)

If a climbing generation is five years, then I have no pleasant
stories to tell of climbing from Cwm Dyli in this generation. I
have joined the group whose children outnumber the routes they
climb each year.
Living all along too far from Snowdon, I know how much
we require a local Hut Secretary. It is enormously reassuring to
see Evelyn Leech in the job: I would say ‘back in the job’, but I
did not experience her earlier rule.
It is easy (and reassuring!) to pontificate. After so many
years, mice still inhabit the interior; fish the drinking reservoir;
and Lollocks (? Ed) the chimney. The same tins show their
green hulls in the rubbish barn (that offence against public health
and normal decency!); the same tea-leaves no doubt simmer
among the nettles. These facts alone do not add weight to what I
say.
Each time that I drive through the Llanberis valley I value
again the relative quiet of Cwm Dyli. Its peaceful surroundings
make the hut what I would once have laughed to think a family
centre. Infants in carry-cots and non-climbing grandparents
enjoy it. But how many families actually book the Hut each
year? Remarkably few.
Here an odd question emerges: how many people do use the
Hut each year? While rock climbing grows steadily in
popularity, Pinnacle Club membership rises only slowly; and in
recent years Hut usage has actually declined slightly. I doubt
whether our Founders foresaw this state of affairs.
One must not of course read too much into each year’s
figures. The Hut usage of a small club will fluctuate more
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sharply than that of a large one. A member flits to Switzerland,
another to Yorkshire, and bang go £10 of Hut dues. Yet the
recent trend is plain.
It is partly perhaps mainly the result of the rise in women’s
living standards: whether the rise consists of one’s own car or
one’s friends’ cars. We travel further to our own climbing. To
use Robert Graves again:
Far away is close at hand,
Close joined is far away.
So the Hut stands empty. To satisfy wider-ranging interests
we organise Meets across the British Isles. In 1964/5 four Meets
out of ten were held at Cwm Dyli; the others at Tranearth,
Borrowdale, Nidderdale, Froggatt, Bosigran, and in Scotland.
Again the Hut stands empty.
Income from Hut dues fell between 1962 and 1963; it has
fallen again, slightly, between 1963 and 1964. This may not be
dangerous; but I find it surprising. I have often wondered
whether we should buy our own Hut. These figures make me
wonder whether we could.
If there is one paradox about Hut usage (I have no figures for
the mice), we have generated another about Hut eligibility.
During the last years we have accepted men as commonplace
visitors at the Hut; in the same period we have come to exclude
almost all parties who are not escorted by a Club member. In
1964 I have refused two youth groups who had stayed at the Hut
for several years previously. Members did not ask for this
simply because one party was untidy and the other noisy; but
these arguments did count. Teenagers are often noisy and
untidy, and the Club can with perfect justification dislike both
characteristics. But I hope that once during the term of office of
every Hut Secretary there will be someone who questions the
grounds on which we refuse outside bookings. One can get too
exclusive.
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If I doubt the Tightness of our exclusions, perhaps it is
because I may not be a Club member at all. I joined when, to do
so, one needed only to attend a single Meet. At my first (an
August) Meet, three other members were present. One of these I
have never seen again I have even forgotten her name. The two
others can neither of them remember my presence at the Meet;
and by some error we failed to enter any details whatever in the
Hut Log. (Hut Secretary to note!)

The Path to the Hut on July 18th 1964 when
1.35 inches of rain fell in 15 minutes.
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BUNNY BULL 1930 - 2015
Pinnacle Club 1953 - 2015
By Heather Monie
Recently I found this quote:Remember Yesterday,
Dream of Tomorrow,
but Live for Today
Scotland became our happy hunting ground. No borders, few
language problems, and friends to visit on the way.
Remember Yesterday,
I well remember coming out of this mist on Stack Polly,
soaking wet, to find Jean Dilnot and Biddy Burgum at the
bottom, in Jean's little grey Mini van. Jean, a dab hand with a
Primus Stove, soon had the kettle on while Biddy found us a
selection of their clothes, sizes rather larger than we normally
took! We changed in the lay-by on the road, there was so little
traffic in those days. Then it turned into a beautiful evening and
warm and dry we all went to look at the Waterfall nearby.
There was the day when a Small Motor Home parked on a
Caravan Site in Killin with a curious extra Tent. Finding
ourselves fighting them for very limited parking to go on the hill
Bunny went to attempt some co-operation and discovered that
they were not unknown to us. The Cravens, Alan and Stella,
were on one of their earlier rounds of Munros; Alan is a
collector par excellence. We all set out together and cemented
what was to become a long association.
We loved the challenge of mountaineering; identifying lines
on the map and seeing if they would go. Skye was our stamping
ground for many years; we had much fun on the peaks and
ridges and in the quiet corries where we felt no other feet had
trod, in search of cunning routes and elusive flowers. Armed
only, at first, with the SMC Guide to the Island of Skye given to
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me in 1958 by my Father in memory of an earlier visit he and I
had made to Skye.

Bunny on the summit of Sgurr na Feartaig, Scotland

Bunny’s detailed exploration and excellent records of the
range led to The Black Cuillin Ridge Scrambler’s Guide
eventually published for the Scottish Mountaineering Trust in
1980; this was the first detailed guide to the Cuillin and the new
handbook for explorers in these hills; in contrast to modern
tomes it left much to the good sense of its users, reassuring them
a route would go, but not taking away the surprise of discovery.
Bunny made many deep and enduring friendships; Edward
Williams, her oldest friend, took her on her first rock climb.
Edward had been carefully ‘vetted’ by her mother; how different
things were then! Later he was to become a Professor of
Nuclear Medicine, later still a Clerk in Holy orders and a trusted
team member of Chris Bonington expeditions.
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Among her ex-pupils from Abbots Bromley was Vivian,
remembered for saying “if Bunny had not coached cricket
wearing her Purple Blazer I would never have taken up
Rowing”. Bunny herself rowed for England in Denmark in, I
think, 1954. Her Blade, very different from those used today
hangs resplendent on our staircase wall. It will not leave the
house before I do. Bunny, small as she was by today’s
standards, was the Stroke and Sheila Alison, who introduced her
to the Pinnacle Club, the Cox.
These stories could be endless.
Sadly both Edward and Vivian were to die before the end of
2015.
Dream of Tomorrow,
When Bunny was first diagnosed with Cancer we hoped and
dreamed that each intervention and operation would be a cure.
As time went by it became obvious that this was not to be - we
tried to use our time wisely, with almost our last visit to
Scotland we returned via Gwen Moffat in 2010 and made it to
Pinnacle Club dinners to the end – enjoying the final one at Plas
y Brenin and the views of snow on the hill. Bunny wanted to
plan her own Funeral but after a while it became a ‘tomorrow
thing’, ‘I’ll do that tomorrow’.
As we had plenty of warning I was quite unprepared for the
total sense of shock I felt when she died. Val came to my
rescue, ‘she picked me up, dusted me down, and set me on my
feet’ and helped me beyond measure.
Bunny had absolutely no relatives once her parents had died
and I am the last of my generation with any younger relatives
scattered across the Globe so this help was very important at the
time.
but LIVE for Today
I now have to make all the decisions, so with my limited
mobility, I decided to have Bunny’s Ashes interred in our
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Village Church Yard, there is a sneak view to the South Downs
and mine can follow in due course. Pam Holt, who now lives in
the Surrey Village which was my home during WWII observed
“that is a nice drop of Granite, Bunny would approve of that”.
If you really want to know what the Hills and the Pinnacle
Club meant to Bunny, I can do no better than direct you back to
Journal 28 ‘It Happened in the School Book Cupboard’ to read
some of her own words.
An Addendum
By Val Hennelly
I first got to know Bunny when I was Membership Secretary in
about 1993 and had a minor project contacting longstanding
members and collecting some reminiscences; she and Heather
were familiar figures at club dinners, and seemed imposing
senior members to me. I finally worked out where Castell y
Gwynt was in Sussex (on a little ridge with fine views) and that I
could visit them on my journeys south to my parents. I became
an intermittent but regular visitor and benefited from their
support as my father battled with his own illness. We also lived
for the day and got out on walks when we could, including a
sunny but windy day of unsuccessful butterfly hunting and
picnic on Old Winchester Hill; this involved a determined direct
ascent by Bunny and a more sensible contouring line by
Heather. I always felt on my intellectual toes; Bunny had a
sharp recollection of Scottish hills and my more woolly
approach to where I had been seemed inadequate! But she
became my friend and taught me to look ground-wards for
flowers and butterflies as well as encouraging my casual
ornithological knowledge. Her stoicism in the face of her illness
was brave, and on my last visit she lit up the room with her
smile and confided she was called Bunny because she could
twitch her nose and ears!
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I take inspiration from how she lived her life to the full;
beguiling friends with her charisma and her pleasure in their
activities; she was a keen correspondent, full of energy and with
a wide range of interests, and books on everything overflow the
small house. She loved music and art, as well as fast cars, was
practical and self-sufficient with vehicles and caravans. She was
a loyal friend to many and beloved partner of Heather and I am
grateful for the time our paths overlapped.
CAROLINE WHITEHEAD 1949 - 2016
Pinnacle Club 1987 – 2016
BMC Peak Area Committee Representative from 1999
From Gordon Tyrrall: I met Caroline at the Whitby Folk
Festival in 1999 and we got together in 2000. Caroline played
the flute and guitar, passing her grade 8 flute the year before she
died. She also sang beautifully and she played and sang on my
last recorded CD, Mumonkan. She was a member of the ‘Well
Dressed Band’ based in Derbyshire Dales and ‘Morgan Rattler
Ceilidh Band’ started by us both. She played a solo song at the
Fell and Rock Centenary Dinner. She spoke German and French
and was learning Gaelic for singing Scottish songs.
Caroline became interested in climbing through a friend and
work colleague, Brenda Evans and her husband Ray. She loved
the outdoors and was a very enthusiastic and accomplished
climber, swimmer and walker. She introduced me to climbing,
shortly after we met. Besides the Pinnacle Club Caroline was
also a keen member of the Castle Climbing Club of Sheffield.
Her career path started in social work in Manchester and moved
on to IT.
She was very sociable and loyal to her friends, loved people,
and I never saw her take a dislike to anyone. She bore her
illness with tremendous fortitude - it made her angry sometimes,
but never tearful or self-pitying.
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Caroline Whitehead beside Black Tor trig point on Derwent Edge 2012
Photograph by Gordon Tyrrall

From Sue Logan: I have a nice memory of Caroline - it’s
quite a few years ago now, I’m sitting in Rawhead on a FRCC
music meet and the room is absolutely packed. Caroline stands
up with her guitar and starts to sing a lovely song called ‘Where
Ravens feed’. It has a very wide range and is quite difficult to
sing, but Caroline’s pure, clear voice just soars effortlessly over
the high notes, and there is not a sound from the audience apart
from those who join in the refrain. The song is a traditional
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favourite on the music meets and Caroline did it more than
justice.
From Angela Soper: I remember climbing with Caroline on
White Ghyll in 1985! ‘Chimney Variant’ E1, no problem.
Caroline enjoyed the annual FRCC music meet at Raw Head
many times, and she sang a solo one year at the FRCC dinner.
She was a good climber, a talented musician, and very brave.
From Felicity Manning: Sadly, I lost touch with Caroline
over the last few years. It was great to be with her and chat on
meets – she was always so determined and good company.
From Margaret Clennett: What stands out about Caroline for
me is her doggedness and persistence, and the way she got
things done, despite seeming rather scatty at times.
From Suzanne Pearson: I met Caroline through the Pinnacle
Club and in 1989, we shared a trip to the Dolomites together. It
wasn’t an easy holiday! We flew to Munich, took the train to
Bolzano and taxi to the head of the Sella Pass where we camped
wild and hitch hiked into town for supplies. On our big
climbing day, the leader above us on our route on the Sella
Towers suffered a fatal fall and we stayed with the second until
the helicopter arrived. Caroline climbed up first as her German
and French was much better than mine! We finished the route,
but it wasn’t until we were safely back amongst the whistling
marmots that we hugged each other in relief. Moving on to a
new area, we were snowed off the climbing and decided to travel
to Innsbruck where we hired bikes and enjoyed sightseeing!
I have always valued Caroline’s skill in climbing, her
knowledge of several languages (she was latterly adding Gaelic
to her repertoire), her ability to play several musical instruments
and sing like a blackbird! She had a real zest for life, enjoyed a
wide range of interests and above all, believed in having fun.
I will remember with fondness our regular meals before each
Christmas in a pub in Castleton and the bike ride on my birthday
last year when we cycled the Tissington & High Peak trails and
shared enormous ice-creams at Carsington Water.
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BETTY WHITEHEAD (née Holden) 1925 – 2016
Pinnacle Club 1975 – 2016
Honorary Dinner Organiser 1985 – 1987
By Peter Dicken
Betty Holden (as she was) came from a very long-established
Lancashire family. The Holdens had inhabitated the area around
Whitworth, near Rochdale, since at least the early 16th century,
and possibly for much longer. The family had an interesting
history to say the least (Roger Holden was apparently known in
the early 1500s as ‘the renegade monk’!). Her childhood, too,
was far from conventional. Betty and her younger brother (also
a Roger) were brought up in a rural idyll at Reeds Mere,
Alkrington Lake, an environment of animals and trees and wild
adventure (and were they wild!). They were educated at home
until age 11 (both parents were teachers). Their father, Carlton,
was a formidable character and Betty learned to become very
self-sufficient.
At the age of eleven, Betty entered Queen Elizabeth’s
Grammar School in Middleton (always known as QWEGS)
where she became a close (and lifelong) friend with Jessie
Gowland, who was to play such a key role in bringing Anthony
and Betty together. At QWEGS Betty became Head Prefect,
Captain of School Hockey, Editor of the School Magazine – and
also won the Headmaster’s Prize for Dramatics (that seems, to
me, more surprising).
Betty entered the University of Manchester as an
undergraduate in October 1943 and completed a three-year
degree in Chemistry, Physics and Maths followed by a one-year
teacher-training course. She was the third generation of the
Holden family to study at Manchester University. In 1947 she
became a qualified teacher and in September 1951 she was
appointed as Assistant Mistress for Chemistry at Whalley Range
High School for Girls, where she remained for the rest of her
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career, becoming Head of Chemistry and subsequently Deputy
Head of the school.
By all accounts, Betty was a strong – indeed formidable –
teacher and colleague. Stories abound of girls walking along a
school corridor, seeing the dreaded ‘Mrs Whitehead’ coming
towards them, and ducking into the nearest doorway or turning
back or trying to find some hole in the ground. There was an
incident, I am told, when a pupil was misbehaving outside
Betty’s lab where she was teaching A-level Chemistry. The
door was open, suddenly a disembodied white-sleeved arm
(Betty always taught in a lab coat) appeared through the door,
grabbed the misbehaving girl, hauled her into the lab, ordered
her to sit in a corner (to be dealt with later) and continued the
Chemistry lesson without pause. Punishment was meted out at
the end of the lesson – though, for the offending girl, just sitting
in Mrs Whitehead’s chemistry class was probably painful
enough.
Betty’s real passion – apart from Anthony, of course – was for
the mountains (and even Anthony, just before they married,
suspected that she possibly loved mountains more than she loved
him! I don’t think she did). She was, for many years, and well
into old age, a member of the Pinnacle Club. Betty and Anthony
loved to walk the hills and mountains wherever and whenever
they could. Her keen interest in geology (she was a demon with
a geological hammer, as I remember to my personal cost) and
Anthony’s archaeological interests made a perfect match. Much
of the reading she did was about mountains and mountaineers
and it was striking that after Anthony’s death, when she could no
longer read because of failing eyesight, a climbing friend read
passages to her about extreme mountaineering and exploration
achievements. Then she became lively and animated in a way
only matched by stroking Jerry the cat, her real soul-mate after
Anthony died, and eating Pringle crisps on an industrial scale.
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As Anthony always used to say, give Betty food and a glass of
wine and she was happy.
Betty and Anthony were intrepid travellers and explorers on a
truly global scale, as Anthony’s unbelievably meticulous
documentary and photographic records show. They were
certainly not conventional tourists. They had a knack of visiting
places that were subsequently engulfed in wars or revolutions
after they had been there (I don’t think they were to blame). At
Anthony’s insistence they eschewed luxury (often even modest)
hotels, although Betty would like to have had that luxury
sometimes rather than just canvas (if that). But as they chose
very often to travel with ‘Yorkshire Tours’ (aka ‘Torture Tours’)
or ‘Explore’, luxury was not usually on the agenda.
But, for me, and for most of us here, I suspect, one of the
abiding and most pleasurable memories of Betty and Anthony is
of their incredible hospitality. They were fabulous hosts:
Anthony prepared the most life-enhancing and aromatic dishes
while Betty created the most wonderful desserts (very rich, very
creamy and cardiac-threatening) with seemingly no fuss. Food
and drink – and especially sharing it with friends - were a major
part of the rich fabric of Betty and Anthony’s life together. For
those of us privileged to have known them our lives have been
enriched beyond measure. We will miss them greatly – but
treasure their memory even more.
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ANNIS FLEW (née Donnison) 1931 – 2017
Pinnacle Club 1951 – 2017
Honorary Assistant Hut Secretary 1956 - 1964
By Denise Evans
Annis Flew, née Donnison, was born in Burma in 1931. An
account of her background and early years can be found in her
brother David’s family biography ‘Last of the Guardians’,
published by Superscript in 2005. The history and the destiny of
Burma were central to the lives of the Donnisons. It was no
surprise to learn that they became friendly with Aung San Suu
Kyi, who won a landslide victory in 1990 against the generals
who had imprisoned her.
After distinguished service with the Grenadier Guards in the
trenches of the First World War Annis’s father Vernon went to
Oxford to read History before joining the Indian Civil Service,
electing to serve in Burma, where he became a District
Commissioner. In 1922 he became engaged to Annis’s mother
Ruth Singer, who was reading Natural Sciences at Cambridge
and they were married in Rangoon in December of that year.
In those early years Burma was clearly a place of enchantment
but storm clouds were gathering as the war drew closer and the
couple’s preoccupations changed from worry about their
children’s education to fear for their very survival. Aged 13,
David was able to get back to Britain and to school at
Marlborough, while Annis stayed with her parents and was
looked after by helpers before being sent to austere mission
schools in Rangoon, Calcutta and Darjeeling. Aged 11 she
witnessed bombing raids on Rangoon before she was evacuated
by flying boat to Calcutta. She and her mother arrived back to
Britain in 1944 and Annis was sent to Benenden School.
Annis went on to read PPE at Oxford, where she met Anthony
Flew and they married in 1952. It was at about this time that
Annis joined the Pinnacle Club but I did not get to know her
until she was Hut Secretary. She used to drive up to Wales in a
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minibus with parties of children from the school where she
taught, and sometimes with her own family. I was often invited
to join them for one of Annis’s hearty suppers in the hut. She
would also bring the school parties up to Capel Curig to play in
my wild garden and pot at tin cans across the lawn with my
boys’ air rifles....supervised, of course!

Annis abseiling the old way

I did not climb with Annis very often but I do remember a
particularly relaxed and enjoyable day on the east face of Tryfan
when Annis and I, both by now in our sixties, allowed ourselves
for once the luxury of being led, this time up Belle Vue Bastion
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by my youngest son Peter. Annis climbed, as she lived, with
courage, composure and humour.
We discovered that we shared many interests apart from
climbing and mountaineering and began to correspond. Annis
was a brilliant letter writer and I have kept many of her letters.
We also met in London at the National and other galleries for
special exhibitions. Our tastes sometimes differed and we liked
to view separately and compare notes afterwards. On one
occasion Annis invited me to stay at the University Women’s
Club in South Audley Street. We discussed everything under
the sun and I became more than ever aware of her many talents
and the sheer quality of her wide-ranging mind. She told me
then that she was learning to write in German and would shortly
be taking an exam. For Annis life was learning.
Not long before she died she sent me her fine translation into
English verse, of a German poem by Mörike. She wrote it out in
a characteristically firm clear hand in spite of Parkinson’s, which
had been afflicting her for many years. When writing became
difficult we had recourse to long telephone conversations. I very
much miss her companionship.
Footnote: At the end of August 2017 Hilary Lawrenson had a surprise
delivery from Karen Stock. It was the ice axe of Mrs E H Daniell (the
first ascentionist of Hope on the Idwal Slabs). For many years Annis
was in possession of the ice axe which she passed on to Karen many
years ago. The axe will be put up in Cwm Dyli.
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‘Rucksacks At Dawn!! The Escapades of a Lancashire
Climber’ by Peter H Benson (Delfryn Publications, 2015)
Reviewed by Margaret Clennett
Longstanding Pinnacle Club members will know Pete and
others will know of him: husband of our former President, Sally
Keir, and baker of many an exceedingly scrumptious meet cake.
Cakes don’t figure at all in this collection of tales of derringdo in Britain and abroad, which cover six decades, from the era
of hawser laid ropes to the 21st century. Originally published in
the Rucksack Club Journal, from the 1950s onwards, these are
jolly, ripping yarns from a lifelong enthusiast of the hills. In
their youth he and his mates tended, Whillans fashion, to thump
first and ask questions afterwards, but they would go on the hill
in any weather and have, if not a good day out, then certainly a
memorable one. Pete describes, amongst other adventures, the
Marsden to Edale bog trot, the Welsh Threes, a winter route on
Creag Meaghaidh, and several rock-climbing days in the
Dolomites. In contrast to some climbing authors, Pete doesn’t
do understatement or quiet contemplation, but there is plenty of
the slang and colloquialism of the day. The non-Lancastrian
reader is helped by a glossary of the vernacular, and the book is
enhanced by some great colour photos (including one of our
Sal).
The book puts me in mind of Geoff Dutton’s The Ridiculous
Mountains but without the botanical descriptions of lichens in
greasy Scottish gullies: like Dutton, it needs to be read a few
chapters at a time to savour it properly. Don’t read it all in one
go; you lose the impact of individual events.
Thanks, Pete, (and Cathy Woodhead, who encouraged him)
for a very entertaining read.
Copies of ‘Rucksacks at Dawn!!’ are available from Delfryn
Publications (www.delfrynpublications.co.uk). Price £9.00 (£7.50
plus £1.50 p&p).
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‘Days to Remember: Adventures and reflections of a
mountain guide’ by Rob Collister (Baton Wicks, 2016)
Reviewed by Margaret Clennett
This book is not a mountaineering biography - perhaps
Rob’s life has been too full of activity to write one – it is a
collection of beautifully crafted essays, covering events in his
life over several (unspecified) decades.
The first third is set in Snowdonia, with peaceful days in
quiet backwaters. Unlike some of us, who are focussed on the
route, the time or our friends’ conversation, Rob picks up on
flowers, birds, ferns, and the heritage of hill dwellers from
centuries ago. He has the narrative skill to make a solitary day
on the hill that we have all enjoyed, but found so difficult to
write about, a magical read. The pace quickens as he describes a
fell running day in his youth, starting in the Carneddau, finishing
at Pen y Pass, but taking in solo ascents of Amphitheatre
Buttress, Grooved Arête, routes at Idwal and the Glyders, Main
Wall, and topping out on Crib y Disgyl. In October.
There follow stories of ski touring and mountaineering trips
further afield, achievements and failures in Peru, the Alps and
Himalaya; I particularly enjoyed his account of a solo ski tour in
Austria, though was quite taken aback when he admitted to
leaving behind his avalanche transceiver.
In the final section, Rob writes forcefully on environmental
issues: fencing in Snowdonia, wind farms, air travel and global
warming. As climbers who travel to enjoy our sport we must
take some responsibility for the latter, I suppose, but I doubt if
many of us will be idealistic enough to give up our flights to
Europe and beyond.
Just a couple of niggles. The quality of the black and white
photos at the start of each chapter was disappointing (there are
some brilliant colour photos in the middle). I would rather have
dispensed with the black and whites and had some sketch maps
instead. Some, if not all of the essays have appeared elsewhere;
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the nitpicker in me would have liked some acknowledgement of
when and where, if only to put them in a better context.
These are minor points, however, and I enjoyed this thoughtprovoking book so much I read most of it twice before writing
this review. Do put it on your own ‘to read’ list.
‘Climbers Three’ by Dennis Wynne-Jones (Fisher King
Publishing, 2015)
Reviewed by Margaret Clennett
This labour of love describes the life of the Wells sisters,
Annie (Paddy), Emily (Trilby) and Nellie (Biddy) who were
Original Members of the Pinnacle Club when it was founded in
1921. The author had interviewed Trilby on a couple of
occasions, and was fascinated with her life story. She had
insisted that no biography should be published till after her death
(aged 96, in 1985). Fate intervened to delay further research and
publication but he eventually published his biography in 2015 in
the hope that it would be of interest to people in Yorkshire and
others interested in climbing history. Much of the material is
taken from PC archives, journals and Shirley Angell’s Club
history, however there are snippets here and there of new
information from other climbing sources.
Most of the emphasis is on the climbing activities of the
sisters, set in the context of mountaineering in Britain generally.
Paddy married John Hirst of the Fell and Rock and was to be
particularly active with that club. Even so, she was the second
PC President, 1924 – 1926. Trilby and Biddy did more with the
Pinnacle Club over the years, making the first all-female traverse
of the Cuillin ridge in 1928, with Lilian Bray. Trilby was
President 1949 – 51.
The book also covers the non-climbing aspects of the sisters’
lives, notably their church commitments and careers of Trilby
and Biddy in special needs education.
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The book could have benefited from some editing, but the
commitment of the author and affection for his subjects shows
throughout. The mystery of how the girls acquired their
nicknames still remains.
‘Climbing Days’ by Dan Richards (Faber & Faber 2016)
Reviewed by Jill Croskell
Reading the account of Dan Richards’ visit to Idwal Slabs
and Cwm Dyli with two of our current members it is tempting to
write the Journal piece he imagined one of us penning.
“That’s it I thought…., that’s what they’ll write:
‘Humouring the idiot who’d already destroyed a perfectly
serviceable rope, the put-upon representatives of the Pinnacle
Club carried all their kit up to Hope in a monsoon, during which
fool’s errand Margaret drowned, Emily froze to death… and
only Hazel’s volcanic rage spared her serious injury…’”
(Climbing Days p73)
This is a curious book. It is both a tribute to and an
exploration of Dorothy Pilley’s climbing life yet also a personal
record of Dan Richards’ quest to discover his own connection
with his great-great-aunt and the mountains that meant so much
to her. It reads as a journey from his first realisation of his
family link with this iconic figure to his efforts to repeat the
climbs for which she is most famed. This explains his trip to
Cwm Dyli; first to try Hope on Idwal slabs which Dorothy
linked with climbs on the upper wall and ultimately to repeat her
first ascent of the north arête of the Dent Blanche. It is written
with self-deprecating humour most evident in the entertaining
account of his contact with the Pinnacle Club and in his second
attempt on the Dent Blanche. These stories top and tail the book
as is perhaps appropriate for a work that follows Dorothy’s
career in the mountains while sandwiched in between he
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combines biographical details of her European trips with his
own experiences of following in her footsteps.
Much of Richards’ book is both entertaining and interesting,
most particularly in his descriptions of Dorothy’s adventures
achieved despite the prejudices and pre-conceptions of the age.
Her relationship with her husband, the literary critic I.A.
Richards, is much discussed, sometimes to the point that
Dorothy disappears from the text almost completely while
further discussion revolves around the memories and attitudes of
her extended family and friends, painting a picture of a fiercely
independent, slightly scary, amazingly indomitable wild-child
and mountaineer of an earlier century.
The tone is Richards’ own, often colloquial voice and is
quite endearing for that. He emerges as an earnest admirer of
Dorothy and IAR who tries and fails to equal their achievements
and so earn their posthumous respect. He seems deeply to regret
that Dorothy never knew that Tim, Dan’s father, had repeated
Dorothy’s Dent Blanche climb, so never realising the position
she held in family history and the awe with which she was
known and remembered. Thus there is a wistful tone to the
book, mingled with its humour, biographical detail, factual
accounts, character portraits and descriptions of mountain
landscapes. It is not an uninterruptedly riveting read yet it
repays effort for the insight it gives into the life of a remarkable
woman and the chapter on the club is a must-read for current
club members!
‘Black Cuillin Ridge: Scramblers Guide’
Reviewed by Jill Croskell
This neat and thoroughly charming guide by Bunny Bull (with
the assistance of Heather) clearly demonstrates the love they
have both felt over many years for this dramatic landscape.
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Perhaps the first dedicated scrambling guide to the area, it is
extremely helpful in recommending routes and indicating key
characteristics of the terrain. With tips on how to link scrambles
together, where to stay, common errors to be avoided and how to
overcome the difficulties of navigation by compass, it makes the
whole ridge accessible to non-climbers. Bunny briefly outlines
the traverse of the main ridge in one expedition but favours the
more leisurely approach that allows the landscape to be savoured
and enjoyed over several days and several trips. Her itinerary
for a full traverse in five or six expeditions is well worth
considering. She also has recommendations for lower level
walks and preliminary explorations, obviously drawing on her
own experiences and the pleasure she and Heather have gained
from knowing the area so well.
Hand-drawn diagrams and black and white photographs
supplement the text while sections on the geology, conservation
and the local flora make for additional interest. The end result is
a lovingly created tribute to both the Black Cuillin and to Bunny
and Heather who shared such a deep and enduring fascination
with one of Britain’s most inspiring landscapes.
A copy of Bunny’s book is now in the club library at Cwm
Dyli.
‘Wonder Wheels: The Autobiography of Eileen Sheridan’
Reviewed by Jill Croskell
For those of you who are interested in cycling, this book is a
must-read and equally so for those of you who are interested in
the history of women’s sporting achievements. Eileen Sheridan
was the outstanding female cyclist of the 1950s and, in my
opinion, of the 20th century. Joining the Coventry Cycling Club
at age 14 she progressed to become one of the first ever female
professional cyclists holding all twenty-one records on the books
of the Women’s Road Records Association. She was the British
Best All-Rounder for two years running, held the Land’s End to
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John O’Groats and 1000-mile records and, after a spot of speed
training, the 50-mile and 25-mile records, all of which were
achieved in whatever weather happened to come along. Her
1000-mile record has only recently been beaten and, happily for
Eileen, by a member of her old Coventry club. She repeatedly
broke the 12-hour record, often so convincingly that the
organisers had to rapidly map out additional routes for her to
ride on when she arrived at the end of the course with time in
hand. 237.63 miles in 12 hours is no mean feat even on a
modern lightweight racer – a very different bike from Eileen’s
heavy steel-framed monster.
The different environment
surrounding cycling in those days makes for eye-opening
reading with bizarre rules such as the record not counting if
anyone knew it was taking place and turned out to watch. The
‘alpine’ starts in atrocious weather and the old-style challenges
of town to town racing are a far cry from the sophisticated
preparations of modern professional cyclists but Eileen’s
greatest triumph in the non-stop 1000-mile record stands up to
any scrutiny and makes for breathtaking reading. She was (and
is) only 4ft 11ins tall and combined professional cycling with the
expected duties of a housewife and mother so there is inspiration
for us all in this quaint and locally published autobiography.
‘High Risk’ by Iain Thomson
Reviewed by Gwen Moffat
Once, lost in a snowstorm, I tried to summon help and
experienced the utter despair of knowing that it wouldn’t come.
Even I couldn’t hear the sound of my whistle, its puny bleats
drowned by a sustained roar of wind in high rocks. I was alone.
And because I was alone and without responsibilities I was in a
far stronger position than a girl in November 1971, on the
Cairngorm plateau, at night in a blizzard, in charge of a party of
youngsters. Six of them died The story is told in Iain
Thomson’s High Risk: harrowing accounts of Highland
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misadventures which cut close to the bone. With visibility at
zero no one who has seen his headtorch shine for hours on a
falling white wall of snow (until the batteries fail) who,
approaching exhaustion, has stumbled and wanted more than
anything to stay down and go to sleep in the lovely drifts, no one
who has been there can read this book and not be moved to the
soul. Where the suffering and deaths of children evoke a
haunting pity and not a little outrage, a kind of resignation is
experienced when reading of the deaths of young men, perhaps
of some ability but limited. Everyone was a novice once; you
learned to climb by climbing, to know a mountain through time
spent on its cliffs. There but for the grace of God…. When four
English lads died on Carn Dearg at Christmas 1956 their original
motivation was reasonable. Eager to learn more about winter
climbing, new to the Nevis range, they picked an easy gully to
start with but it was sheltered and they came out on top to failing
light. Nothing unusual in that, many winter routes on Ben Nevis
finish in the dark but with luck someone knows the way down.
The five on Carn Dearg didn’t, and they had emerged to a
violent wind. They started down but they encountered rocks and
ice and now it was six o’clock. Two men collapsed and went to
sleep where they fell. Although the lights of Fort William could
be seen below the party was forced to stop where they were and
throughout the terrible night the wind rose and probably the two
weakest men died. With daylight the others were not in good
shape so the fittest man left and, after a long fall when he lost his
axe, he reached the glen and raised the alarm. Since he hadn’t
known where he’d left the others nor indeed which gully they’d
climbed, it wasn’t until the third day of searching in atrocious
conditions that three bodies were found. The fourth was found
later, at the foot of a gully. In this book, among poignant stories
of people going unconcerned and ignorant into a world fraught
with danger, there are accounts of experts caught out by bad
weather, by avalanches; of searchers overcome by exhaustion
before the decision must be taken to call off the operation until
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such time that the rescuers’ lives are no longer at risk. For when
mountaineers should retreat in the face of worsening conditions,
that is when the rescuers go out. There is always the chance of a
missing person being found alive. Thomson has produced a
thoughtful and disturbing book where, although there were
mistakes in judgement, even accusations and malice after the
event, through it all there shines the courage, the sheer lack of
self-regard of survivors who fought to get out and raise the
alarm, and of the rescuers who responded.
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